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Abstract:

This thesis examines the Old Norse translations of European knightly epic,

the primary chivalric sagas, and their in�uence on other saga genres, the sec-

ondary chivalric sagas and late fantastic sagas. We chose to observe how the

form of the presentation of selected characters (the hero, the ruler and the

hero's wife) changed with the transformation of the society from the clan-

society to the feudal-like system. Family sagas are taken as sample of the

original Old Norse tradition. The �rst chapter describes the main problems

concerning the genre description. The second chapter focuses on a thorough

analysis of the form and content of character assessment in the respective

genres. Finally, the last part employs the perspective of the historical de-

velopment of the social structure, mainly concerning Hákon Hákonarson's

attempt to establish closer feudal bonds. We can indeed say that the expec-

tations of audience changed due to this transition. We found out that the

most striking change in the saga literature was that the primary chivalric

sagas intended to consciously change the social conventions. The later saga

genres did not aspire on being morally-binding. Although they adopted the

qualities imported by the translations, they also used the traditional form of

character assessment.

Keywords: chivalric sagas, lying sagas, family sagas, Old Norse, courtly



Abstrakt:

Tato práce se zabývá primárními rytí°skými ságami, staroseverskými p°eklady

evropské rytí°ské epiky, a jejich vlivem na dal²í ºánry ság, sekundární ry-

tí°ské ságy a pozdní fantastické ságy. Na²ím cílem bylo zkoumat zm¥ny

v prezentaci vybraných postav (hrdina, vládce a hrdinova ºena) v závislosti

na p°echodu spole£nosti od rodové k systému s feudálními rysy. P·vodní

staroseverská tradice je v práci zastoupena ságami rodovými. První kapi-

tola popisuje hlavní problémy rozd¥lení zkoumaných ºánr·. Druhá kapitola

p°edstavuje detailní analýzu formy a obsahu popis· postav v kaºdém z ºánr·.

Poslední £ást p°idává aspekt zm¥n struktury spole£nosti, p°edev²ím ve spo-

jitosti se snahou Hákona Hákonarsona zavést uº²í feudální vazby. Tento

p°echod skute£n¥ ovlivnil o£ekávání publika. Zjistili jsme, ºe hlavní zm¥na,

kterou primární rytí°ské ságy znamenaly v rámci ságové literatury, bylo, ºe

se cílen¥ pokou²ely zm¥nit spole£enské konvence a praxi. Pozd¥j²í ºánry si

uº nenárokovaly morální závaznost. P°ejaly sice kvality zavedené p°eklady

rytí°ské epiky, ov²em dodrºovaly také tradi£ní formu popisu postav.

Klí£ová slova: rytí°ské ságy, lºivé ságy, rodové ságy, staroseverský, dvorský
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Riddaren vågar han livet sitt for ei jomfru

(Falkvor Lomanson, refren)



List of abbreviations

The abbreviations are in accordance with the Dictionary of Old Norse Prose

(ONP)
Eb The Saga of the Ere-Dwellers (Eyrbyggja saga)

Eg Egil's Saga (Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar)

Er The Saga of Erex (Erex saga)

HjO� The Saga of Hjálmþér and O� lvir (Hjálmþés saga ok O� lvis)

Ív The Saga of Íven (Ívens saga)

Mág Mágus's Saga (Máguss saga jarls)

Parc The Story of Parceval (Parcevals saga)

Trist The Saga of Tristram and Íso�nd (Tristrams saga ok Íso�ndar)

Vilm The Saga of Vilmund the Absentminded (Vilmundar saga viðutan)



Chapter 1

Introduction

As the title suggests, the subject of this thesis are chivalric sagas and their

in�uence on di�erent saga genres. The main question to be answered is to

what extent the prose translations of European knightly epic changed the

Old Norse narrative tradition both formally and ideologically.

Riddaraso�gur have long been dismissed as a worthless genre of saga lit-

erature.1 Since the 1960s, riddaraso�gur have been object of more serious

analyses and the number of studies regarding this genre increases. Although

much attention was given to the changes from the Old French to the Old

Norse text, the approach to the chivalric sagas from the Old Norse perspec-

tive is mostly being neglected, with the exception of Astrid van Nahl and

Bernd Kretschmer. My thesis will employ a similar approach that Astrid

van Nahl de�ned in her thesis, concretely the di�erence between the original

Old Norse tradition and the form of the Old Norse translations.2 In this

study, the Old Norse literary tradition will be represented by the Icelandic

family sagas. We will deal with the presumed reactions of the audience to

these texts, and try to answer questions such as how much alien the form of

characterization was to the Old Norse audience and whether the character

traits in the later sagas re�ect the intention of translated chivalric sagas.

The �rst chapter will brie�y describe the genres since the main prob-

lems concerning their distinction should be outlined before we come to dis-

1 see de Vries, Altnordische Literaturgeschichte, 1942.
2 van Nahl, Originale Riddarasögur, 1981, 9.

10



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 11

cussing the characterization in the respective genres. Nevertheless, the core

of this thesis will be a thorough analysis of character assessment in chivalric

sagas. The heroes of these texts and their presentation will be compared

with the íslendingaso�gur and lygiso�gur. Aside from the characterization, the

surroundings and certain aspects of the plot will also be taken into consider-

ation.

In the last part we will focus on the historical development, since we

suppose that the changes of the society's ideology must have left its marks

on the literary characters and their assessment. Hákon Hákonarson's attempt

to establish closer feudal bonds in the Norwegian kingdom � including of

course Iceland � and to introduce knightly epic to his court should not

be seen separately. If the literature, especially the chivalric and later also

the lygiso�gur, were to ful�l either an educational or entertaining function, it

should be possible to infer the presumable function from its form and from

the most stressed qualities their heroes have. Subsequently, we shall observe

how the expectations of audience changed due to the transition from the clan

to feudal society, or we should rather say feudal ideology, for the feudal-like

system in Norway and Iceland di�ered from the classical French model.

The primary texts were selected so that they could clearly demonstrate

the most typical features of the genres. The classical features of tradi-

tional family sagas will be shown on Eyrbyggja saga and Egils saga Skalla-

Grímssonar. The primary chivalric sagas are represented by texts belonging

to the �rst wave of translations � Tristrams saga ok Íso�ndar, Erex saga,

Ívens saga and Parcevals saga. From secondary chivalric sagas, Máguss saga

jarls and Vilmundar saga viðutan have been chosen. As a matter of fact, this

sub-genre can be, depending on the criteria, also considered as fantastic lying

sagas. However, the main body of the corpus of lying-sagas comprises of texts

which are traditionally called fornaldarso�gur. The "lying fornaldarso�gur"

will be discussed in a separate chapter, and for these texts Hjálmþés saga ok

O� lvis will be taken as example.



Chapter 2

Genre description

Before we can start analysing the characters and their characterizations as

such, it is necessary that we state a more or less clear distinction of the genres

we will be dealing with � the family, chivalric and lying sagas including the

late fornaldarso�gur. The genre division of sagas has long been object of

many discussions and this thesis does not aspire to give a �nal solution of

this problem. Nevertheless, a certain amount of systematization is needed.

As Lars Lönnroth argues, a clear distinction between some of the saga sub-

genres is our construct that should help us categorizing sagas.3 We need to

use distinctive terms to denote tendencies in the saga literature, and so it

seems apt i.e. to call the late medieval fantastic sagas lygiso�gur.

The family sagas are the �rst saga genre we are going to deal with. In

this thesis, íslendingaso�gur represent the traditional form of Old Norse prose

narrative. In the terms of plot, feuds of the Icelandic families in the Viking

Age are the most important feature.

Another genre that is relatively clearly de�ned are the fornaldarso�gur.

The term fornaldarsaga is, in its narrowest sense, used for legendary heroic

sagas that take place before the Viking Age, like for example Vo�lsunga saga

or the Hrafnistumanna so�gur. This thesis, however, concentrates on the late

medieval fornaldarso�gur, those that do not have their direct basis in the older

3 In Lars Lönnroth's opinion, the 13th-century Iceland and Norway did not distinguish
between the native sagas and chivalric sagas. Lönnroth, "The translation of literary genres
in Iceland from orality to literacy", 2003, 342.

12



CHAPTER 2. GENRE DESCRIPTION 13

Scandinavian heroic tradition. Nevertheless, we would like to avoid using the

term fornaldarso�gur as much as possible, since it is a later, modern term,4

and in addition confusing � the word has been used since the 19th century

and appears in the form fornaldarso�gur norðrlanda for the "nordic matter",

whereas the Icelandic chivalric sagas could be called fornaldarso�gur suðr-

landa, a further division into fornaldarso�gur norðrlanda and fornaldarso�gur

suðrlanda would then be needed. Under these circumstances it would, ac-

cording to Kalinke, be "more fruitful to analyse in terms of plot, structure,

characterization, style related works drawn from the two categories, such

as the bridal-quest narratives."5 In this thesis it is mainly the problem of

characterization that will be studied.

The third genre to be discussed in this thesis are the riddaraso�gur, the

chivalric sagas. This genre appeared with the �rst translations of courtly epic

and continued with later imitations of these narratives in Iceland. As far as

the term riddarasaga is concerned, Marianne Kalinke describes its ambiguous

character: "Modern literary critics and historians have extended the term to

include Icelandic imitations of the translated riddaraso�gur."6 The modern

use of this term � which includes also secondary original Icelandic sagas

with chivalric connotations � is fully acceptable in our thesis because we

would like to observe the formal and ideological in�uence or possible changes

of the chivalric tradition and its continuity. Therefore, we will distinguish

between the primary riddaraso�gur, the translated texts, and the secondary

riddaraso�gur, the later Icelandic sagas with chivalric connotations.

There is another term used in this thesis, the lygisaga, which is often used

to designate late-medieval fantastic sagas. The possibility to use the term

lygiso�gur for both the secondary riddaraso�gur and for the late fornaldarso�gur

allows us to stress the fantastic nature of these sagas and the way such texts

work with their motives. Yet there are some objections to this designation

too. Paul Bibire, for instance, argues that the "word lygisaga, to judge from

its use in Þorgils saga ok Ha�iða, deals not so much with the text itself,

4 Kalinke, "Riddarasögur, Fornaldarsögur, and the Problem of Genre", 1985, 78.
5 ibid., 87.
6 ibid., 78.
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as with the response of the audience to the text."7 However, here the term

lygisaga certainly is useful, providing we use it to denote the tendency to

fantastic �ction common to both fornaldarso�gur and secondary riddaraso�gur.

Nevertheless, the late sagas with chivalric connotations derived from the

original translations of knightly epic, the secondary riddaraso�gur, constitute

a separate sub-genre of the chivalric sagas in this thesis and will be discussed

separately from the fantastic fornaldarso�gur.8

Unlike the chivalric sagas, the meaning of the term family saga, including

its typical features, is quite clear. Therefore, we shall begin the following

section of this chapter with their brief presentation, the other genres will be

discussed afterwards.

2.1 Family sagas

Because the family sagas are considered as the standard for the Old Norse

tradition of saga narrative, we will only summarize the most important traits

of this genre and the socio-historical context and the literary form will be

dealt with in one section. Family sagas are prose narratives taking place

during the Viking Age and referring mainly to the history of family feuds

lead by Icelanders.

Concerning the aim of the family sagas, Jürg Glauser suggests they should

have their purpose in praising the glorious history of the Icelandic families

because "Die groÿen Isländersagas entstanden aus den Widersprüchen der

Sturlungaöld und stellen für die Isländer im Freistaat Mythen über eine gold-

7 Bibire, "From Riddarasaga to Lygisaga: the Norse Response to Romance", 1985, 55.
8 In German terminology, the secondary riddaraso�gur and late fornaldarso�gur are often

called "Märchensagas", yet neither this term is undisputed. According to Bibire: "there
are few respects in which the courtly or chivalric texts are more in�uenced by folk-tale
than are, for instance, the Íslendingasögur themselves." Bibire's observations also lead
to conclusion, that the courtly texts resemble folk-tales only as to their form. Since the
"Märchensaga" is anchored in German terminology and is even more problematic than the
term lygisaga because it is not historically attested and "Norse already possessed a litera-
ture which largely ful�lled the function of wonder-tale, among others: the fornaldarsaga.
Fornaldarsögur also, of course, ful�lled the function of a "legendary history"." see Bibire,
"From Riddarasaga to Lygisaga: the Norse Response to Romance", 1985, 55, 65.
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ene Vergangenheit dar."9

As far as the form is concerned, the formal objectivity of saga-style is

widely known and the narrative method of this genre should not be left

out from our overview. Only the facts that can be seen or heard are be-

ing described and the narrator seems to speak as "objectively" as possible.

Vésteinn Ólason summarizes that the form of family sagas is "marked by

its formal objectivity and discretion; the narrator appears to view with an

unprejudiced eye the unfolding events, explaining what happens, and report-

ing the words of men as if they had been just spoken. Sparing in his use of

rhetorical language, the narrator is more inclined to understatement than to

exaggeration."10

Family sagas have a conventional way of expressing information. They

describe most of the motivation and feelings indirectly, the qualities and con-

ventions used in them were long established, the audience were familiar with

and they knew what was to be expected. Íslendingaso�gur hardly show any

in�uence from the translated courtly texts.11 As such they can be taken as

example for the traditional Old Norse narrative form which can be compared

with the later saga genres to determine the in�uence of chivalric sagas on the

later saga-tradition.

2.2 Chivalric sagas

Although de�ning the term "chivalric saga" would seem to be an easy task,

it is in fact di�cult to give a full account on the possible interpretations and

criteria connected to it. Is it the plot that is su�cient to de�ne the chivalric

saga? Is it enough to state that the hero is riddari, a knight, to make the

text a chivalric saga, or does solely mentioning of knights in his company

su�ce? Or is it the inner qualities and his armour to make a chivalric saga?

The problem of the de�nition may be clari�ed by distinguishing between the

so-called primary riddaraso�gur and secondary riddaraso�gur. These two terms

9 Glauser, Isländische Märchensagas, 1983, 231f.
10 Ólason, "Family Sagas", 2008, 106.
11 Johansson, Den norröna renässansen, 2007, 10.
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are used by Paul Bibire12 and in my opinion useful to denote the continuity

of the chivalric saga literature.

The primary chivalric sagas are essentially identical to what is called

riddaraso�gur in the strict sense, which means "prose translations of Old

French, Anglo-Norman and Latin works into Old Norwegian and Old and

Middle Icelandic."13 There can be no doubt that the translations underwent

a process of transformation from the original Old French texts. Marianne

Kalinke summarizes that "the French works are clari�ed, interpreted, or

adapted for a Norwegian-Icelandic audience,"14 like that of "ampli�cation

for the sake of greater clarity or better motivation."15 These shifts, however,

do not stand in the centre of our attention because we will discuss the reac-

tion of audience on the Old Norse text and possible reasons for the form of

the text.

The term secondary riddaraso�gur will be used for the texts derived from

the primary translations, which means where no original foreign text is

known. Secondary riddaraso�gur were composed in Iceland during the late

Middle Ages clearly "under the in�uence of translated chivalric romances

and fornaldarso�gur. These compositions draw on the stock of motifs and

structures found in older romances."16 So much to the basic distinction of

chivalric sagas.

2.2.1 Historical and social context

It remains to mention the last, and a rather vague, de�nition of riddaraso�gur

which claims they are "sagaer som foregår i riddermiljø."17 Nevertheless, this

leads to another equally di�cult question as to what exactly the "knightly

milieu" means. For understanding the form and content of chivalric sagas,

it is necessary to give at least a brief sketch of the historical and social

circumstances of the origin of the texts. Most importantly, the nature of

12 Bibire, "From riddarasaga to lygisaga: the norse response to romance", 1985, 55�74.
13 Glauser, "Romance (Translated riddarasögur)", 2005, 373.
14 Kalinke, King Arthur North-by-Northwest, 1981, 75.
15 ibid., 75.
16 Lönnroth, Ólason, Piltz, "Literature", 2008, 511.
17 Halvorsen, "Riddersagaer", 1969, 175.
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their audience and the presumable aim of the texts will be described. As far

as the aim of the primary riddaraso�gur is concerned, it has been thoroughly

discussed among scholars and di�erent variants of prodesse and delectare are

being considered.18 Nevertheless, primary and secondary riddaraso�gur might

have had di�erent purpose and will be discussed separately.

Historical and social context of primary chivalric sagas

As far as the primary chivalric sagas are concerned, the focus of my thesis lies

on the texts belonging to the �rst phase of translations composed on behalf

of the Norwegian king Hákon Hákonarson the Old (1217�1263). The primary

riddaraso�gur together with the King's Mirror and Strengleikar emerged from

the milieu of king's court. This is not at all surprising because, as Jón Víðar

Sigurðsson mentions, "Kongedømmet ble fra slutten av 1100-tallet den vik-

tigste drivkraften i det verdslige litterære miljøet i Norge"19 and considering

that they were translated "by clerics at or around the royal court,"20 the

works would have to serve a purpose corresponding with the king's interests

and the ideology he was favouring.

From these reasons, initially, the "target audience" was doubtless the

court of Hákon the Old. We suppose that these works found their way to

the Icelandic aristocracy, which would be in accordance with Sigurðsson's

statement about Iceland suggesting that "I perioden etter fristatens fall og

fram til 1281 vokste det fram en aristokratisk standsbevisshet forårsaket av

hirdfellesskapet."21 The translated texts became in time (more precisely dur-

ing the late Middle Ages) more popular and not exclusively aristocratic. The

texts would follow the same scheme of gaining a broader range of recipients,

meaning also the non-aristocratic audience, as in the case of the somewhat

later Eufemia ballads, the Old Swedish translations of courtly romances in

knittelvers that are dated to the 14th century.22

18 They usually correspond with the distinction between the entertaining and educa-
tional function of literature as Horace de�ned it.

19 Sigurðsson, Det norrøne samfunnet, 2008, 120.
20 Glauser, "Romance (Translated riddarasögur)", 2005, 375.
21 Sigurðsson, Den vennlige vikingen, 2010, 55.
22 Andersson, "Eufemiavisenes publikum", 2012, 233, 244f.
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The second question about to the primary riddaraso�gur concerns the aim

of these texts. So far scholars have suggested three main theories. Accord-

ing to the �rst theory, the translations commissioned by Hákon the Old had

purpose similar to the King's mirror being "ein Glied in der zielbewuÿten

Erziehungsarbeit an seinem Volke."23 This opinion is shared i.e. by Astrid

van Nahl, Geraldine Barnes, Rudolf Meissner and Jan de Vries.24 De Vries

claims the translations present literary form of instructions for aristocratic

behaviour and presented exemplary courtly conduct for the court.25 Their

only aim should have been "die hö�schen Sitten zu lehren."26 The same

observation is made by Geraldine Barnes,27 who argues that the moral com-

ments in primary riddaraso�gur have much in common with the Norwegian

King's Mirror due to "overt religious moralizing, particularly on the duties

and obligations of kingship."28 Primary riddaraso�gur present, similarly to

the English prose romances "a model knight in their hero, one who owes

no allegiance to the complex, ambiguous and often contradictory demands

of courtly love."29 Therefore, the obedience to the king is generally being

stressed at the expense of the courtly relationship with the chosen woman.

However, Marianne Kalinke pointed out that considering the adulterous

content of the texts (especially in the Strengleikar and Mo�ttuls saga), the be-

haviour presented in primary riddaraso�gur could not possibly be perceived

as instructions for proper courtly conduct.30 Therefore, her solution suggests

that the true function of the translations was that of entertainment, amuse-

ment. This argument is fully reasonable for example for Trist and for at least

some other primary riddaraso�gur. In her opinion: "The testimony of later in-

digenous Icelandic romances lends credence to the thesis that traditionally �

both in Norway and Iceland � the primary function of the riddaraso�gur was

23 de Vries, Altnordische Literaturgeschichte, 1942, 346.
24 see van Nahl, Originale Riddarasögur, 1981, 134; Meissner, Strengleikar, 1902, 119;

de Vries: Altnordische Literaturgeschichte, 1942, 501; Barnes: "The riddarasögur and
mediæval European literature", 1975, 140�158.

25 de Vries, Altnordische Literaturgeschichte, 1942, 346.
26 ibid., 348.
27 Barnes, "The riddarasögur and mediæval European literature", 1975, 153.
28 ibid., 147.
29 ibid., 154.
30 Kalinke, King Arthur North-by-Northwest, 1981, 21.
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to amuse,"31 suggesting that the translated riddaraso�gur had the same en-

tertaining purpose as the later, secondary riddaraso�gur. Her main argument

against the enlightening function of primary riddaraso�gur is that the parts

depicting courtly rituals � concerning love, dress and ceremonious conduct

� were too shortened in the course of the translation process.32

Yet there is another suggestion, made by Jürg Glauser, that the primary

chivalric sagas served as "vorbildliche Unterhaltung": the hero would stand

for "verkörperten ideologischen Gefüges, eine wie auch immer näher zu bes-

timmende 'Propagierung' einer gesellschaftlichen Norm."33 The most impor-

tant aspect of the primary riddaraso�gur is the text intention, in other words,

the audience is not encouraged to copy everything the hero does but only to

re�ect his indirect example.34 In that case, the characters and characteriza-

tion would be of great importance. So too would be the model behaviour in

speci�c situations, like for example greeting the ruler, taking part in tourna-

ments, etc. All this would have to be possible to interpret as being in the

service of the ideology of the feudal society.

Let us leave all these possibilities open until we have analysed the charac-

ter description, important traits, motivation, and conduct in speci�c situa-

tions. We will re-think this problem after our analysis of the characterization,

since it may cast some light into this topic.

It is to assume that later for the non-aristocratic audience the primary

riddaraso�gur acquired other functions and that then the entertaining function

prevailed. This phenomenon continued and became more apparent in the

form of secondary chivalric sagas and other lygiso�gur.

There is always the theoretical possibility that, as Claudia Bornholdt ar-

gues about the translated texts, "it is impossible to determine with certainty

whether we ought to read the (...) sagas in the context of the royal milieu

of the Norwegian court in the mid-thirteenth century (...) or as sagas that

underwent a gradual transformation by Icelandic scribes and represent the

31 ibid., 24.
32 ibid., 28.
33 Glauser, "Vorbildliche Unterhaltung", 1987, 118.
34 ibid., 123.
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rural and possibly clerical culture of later medieval Iceland."35 We will try

to examine if the texts can still be interpreted in the pure courtly context as

they are.

Historical and social context of secondary chivalric sagas

The question of what was the aim of secondary chivalric sagas seems much

easier, most of the scholars usually argue that secondary riddaraso�gur were

mainly entertaining escapist literature.36 The texts are of Icelandic origin

and continued to be written and re-written through the whole high and

late Middle Ages. It is said that the primary riddaraso�gur inspired the

origin of these secondary ones and that the secondary riddaraso�gur mix new

and native motives into new, fantastic tales which much resemble the late

fornaldarso�gur.

Nevertheless, the question of the audience and the aim of the secondary

riddaraso�gur cannot be answered yet because there is a second theory con-

cerning this problem. Jürg Glauser has suggested that the Icelandic audience

was originally probably that of higher class, including the aristocracy and

later also rich merchants.37 Judging from the enormous popularity in the

later period, the secondary riddaraso�gur later gained lower, non-aristocratic,

audience, just as the primary riddaraso�gur did, but the original audience

might have been aristocratic, and the purpose of these texts as well.

Although the Icelandic nobility from the 13th century onwards was much

less stronger than the Norwegian one, the fashion of knightly romances

reached Iceland too. O�cially, the Icelandic noblemen were vassals of the

Norwegian king and it would be in king's best interests to support his Ice-

landic followers in building their self-perception of being members of the

elite class of society above the ordinary population. Thus, the courtly at-

mosphere in these texts might still be perceivable. The e�ort to at least

maintain the courtly facade is worth mentioning and will be discussed in

35 Bornholdt, "the Old Norse-Icelandic transmission", 2001, 100.
36 Lönnroth, Ólason, Piltz, "Literature", 2008, 512; Bekker-Nielsen, "Islandsk senmid-

delalder", 1965, 138.
37 Glauser, Isländische Märchensagas, 1983, 228.
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detail later. Therefore, also in this respect, it is legitimate to connect the

secondary riddaraso�gur with the primary ones not only due to the borrowed

motifs.

Paul Bibire explains the nature of the "formal, exotic and highly-coloured"

world presented in the secondary riddarasögur as follows: "In the idealised

social world of courtly life, the pattern must not be disturbed by the fail-

ures and approximations of reality; here, therefore, the hero always wins his

battles, always marries the heroine, always succeeds to the throne."38 The

stylization in these texts is, as he says, inevitable.

The fact that the secondary riddaraso�gur so persistently cling to high-

lighting the courtly ideals (that should have been established by the primary

chivalric sagas), even though they are virtually missing in the plot and be-

haviour of the texts, was not uncommon in the High and Late Middle Ages.39

Therefore, it will be important to determine the values and personal quali-

ties both explicitly and implicitly supported by the secondary chivalric sagas.

Afterwards, we should be able to see the impact of primary chivalric sagas

on this saga genre more concretely also in the socio-historical context.

2.2.2 Chivalric-sagas literary form

The �rst impression any reader gains from both primary and secondary

riddaraso�gur is that they do not share the same amount of objectivity as

the family sagas. In other words, the heroes are too perfect and the narrator

concentrates on stressing their remarkable wealth, beauty and extraordinary

abilities.

According to the classical de�nition of the form of primary riddaraso�gur

by Eyvind Fjeld Halvorsen, they can be characterized, besides the frequent

use of alliteration, by the following stylistic features: "Av de retoriske virkemi-

dler er parallellismer av forskjellige slag de vanligste. De kan være rene tau-

tologier (i uro oc i ufriði), variasjoner av samme tanke (með somasamlegum

siðum oc goðom ath÷vom), av og til bruker oversetterne også annomina-

38 Bibire, "From riddarasaga to lygisaga: the Norse response to romance", 1985, 74.
39 Huizinga, The Autumn of the Middle Ages, 1996. 30�60, 61�125.
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tio)."40 As such, the primary chivalric sagas bear a clear in�uence of Latin

and the style of the language used by the clergy.41

As far as the formal traits of the structure are concerned, several studies

have been made concerning the beginnings and endings of chivalric sagas.

The outcome has been that the form of preface in primary riddaraso�gur is

much heterogeneous.42 As to the other elements of the sagas frame, Bernd

Kretschmer argues that their form was not completely adopted from the

family-saga tradition but there is a visible e�ort to remain, for the audience's

sake, as close as possible to the traditional Old Norse forms.43

Equally complicated is the question about the form of the secondary

riddaraso�gur. Nevertheless, concerning the changes between the primary

and secondary chivalric sagas, "in terms of their setting and content" they

are said to have been a�ected by fornaldarso�gur."44 However, the "In�uence

from the fornaldarsögur cannot explain (...) the fairy complete elimination of

serious ethical issues from Secondary Romance, and with this the elimination

of the possibility of tragedy."45 Therefore, it is important to realize that a saga

genre might by its form resemble one genre, and as to the content correspond

to another.

It is said that a typical feature of the primary chivalric sagas is the so

called ornate style.46 But this is probably the only generalization regarding

the chivalric sagas style we can make. It would be natural that the translated

chivalric sagas could be united at least formally. However, when Foster W.

Blaisdell compared participles in Erex saga and Ívens saga,47 he came to

conclusion that there is much di�erence even in this two primary chivalric

sagas from the same era.48 Therefore, the style would have to be analysed in

detail for all the texts and many stylistic features would have to be considered.

40 Halvorsen, "Høvisk stil", 1962, 317.
41 ibid., 315f.
42 Kalinke, King Arthur North-by-Northwest, 1981, 126.
43 Kretschmer, Hö�sche und altwestnordische Erzähltradition, 1982, 107.
44 Bibire, "From Riddarasaga to Lygisaga: the Norse Response to Romance", 1985, 73.
45 ibid.
46 Kristjánsson, "The Court Style", 1985, 431�440.
47 which is the distinguishing feature for Nygaards distinction between popular style

and learned style.
48 Blaisdell, "Some Observations on Style in the riddarasögur", 1965, 94.
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Unfortunately, such an in-depth analysis cannot be made in this thesis. And

when there are di�erences within the primary chivalric sagas themselves, the

more pointless it seems to try to �nd the in�uence they should have had

on the later literary tradition from the stylistic features. Regardless, some

formal aspects have to be taken into consideration in our analysis, not only

the content of the characterizations. Therefore, we will focus on one stylistic

feature � and that is the form of personal characterization.

2.3 "The other" lygiso�gur : late-medieval

fornaldarso�gur

The last genre that will be discussed in this thesis are the late-medieval

fornaldarso�gur, the branch of fornaldarso�gur which were not directly based

on the Scandinavian heroic tradition. Such fornaldarso�gur may be together

with the secondary riddaraso�gur called lygiso�gur because a precise distinc-

tion between secondary chivalric sagas and late medieval fornaldarso�gur is

hard to make. Bibire explains that "the generalised courtly world of Sec-

ondary Romance may be seen as approximately parallel to the generalised

legendary world of the fornaldarsögur: Suðrlönd, parallel with Norðrlönd, as

Cederschiöld had it."49 It is, in our opinion, important to be aware of the

similarities of these two sub-genres.

Another, a more precise, argument for keeping the secondary riddaraso�gur

and the later fornaldarso�gur as close as possible is that provided by M. J.

Driscoll: "The codicological evidence also suggests that the fornaldarsögur

and indigenous riddarasögur should be regarded at the very least as closely

related genres, few of the larger manuscript compilations preserving solely

sagas of one type or the other. Rather, the two are normally found side

by side."50 Lying riddaraso�gur and lying fornaldarso�gur also share the con-

clusion, which is in contrast to the classical heroic fornaldarso�gur "usually

festive. Not only the stalwart hero, but his faithful friends, must be pro-

49 ibid., 72.
50 Driscoll, Unwashed Children of Eve, 1997, 4f.
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vided with a wife apiece."51 The classical fornaldarso�gur, on the other hand,

usually end tragically.

2.3.1 Historical and social context

Concerning their reception, it should be noted that the lying fornaldarso�gur

were (originally) not an exclusively Icelandic genre, as the famous statement

of king Sverrir about the lygiso�gur suggests.52 As far as the purpose of the

text is concerned, it is the entertainment that is stressed most. It is hard

to �nd an ideology behind the texts but from comparison of the approach

to the stressed characteristics we may try to infer something more speci�c

concerning their aim and audience, although it is highly improbable we will

come to more concrete conclusions.

2.3.2 Literary form of the lying fornaldarso�gur

One of the few undisputed traits of the lying fornaldarso�gur is their exag-

geration and frequent superlatives. This, however, the lying fornaldarso�gur

have in common with the secondary riddaraso�gur. It is just as di�cult to

determine the style of the lying fornaldarsögur as it was at the secondary

riddaraso�gur mainly because neither of the groups can be de�ned as a ho-

mogeneous genre. Our thesis will therefore observe only the formal traits of

character assessment.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have seen a summary of the main tendencies considering

the genres we are about to analyse. They display variety of forms and in

general it is often nearly impossible to establish the criteria that would be

universal because most of the genres are heterogeneous groups consisting of

51 Schlauch, Romance in Iceland, 1934, 118.
52 Hrólfr af Skálmarnesi sagdi so�gu af Hraungvidi berserk ok víkingi, ok frá Ola� lids-

mann kóngi, ok haugbroti Þráina, ok Hrómundi Greypssyni ok margar vísur med. En þessi
saga var skemt Sverri kóngi, ok kvad hann slíkar lygiso�gur skemtiligar. see Sturlunga saga
fyrsti þáttr xii.
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texts with dissimilar form and plot. We will have to closely observe the char-

acterizations and consider their function and implications as to the suggested

aims (mainly for the primary and secondary riddaraso�gur) and the possi-

ble motivical (including the moral qualities of persons) and formal in�uence

(mainly on the late fornaldarso�gur). Thus, we should be able to recognize

how strong the in�uence of family-saga characterization on the chivalric sagas

was and how much the ideology and form of character presentation in the

riddaraso�gur left its marks on the lying fornaldarso�gur.

One of the key questions is the aim of primary chivalric sagas � if they

truly were meant to provide chivalric instructions, then the form and the

most stressed character traits would have to correspond with the ideology

and be clear enough for the Old Norse audience to understand its substance.



Chapter 3

Characters

In this chapter we will deal with characters in family and chivalric sagas

and other lygiso�gur. The way characters are presented in family sagas is

speci�c enough to let its in�uence in the other genres be traced, together

with its functions and presuppositions. We shall note how much is said in

the characterizations directly, and how much is, on the other hand, left for the

audience to guess, which is one of the main criteria of the style of the family

sagas. From the �rst glimpse of the characters presented in these genres,

the reader gets the impression, that while family sagas seem as realistic and

individual as possible, the other genres favour typized characteristics and

individuality of their characters is at least questionable, making it highly

probable that it was possible to perceive them as models for behaviour.

Characteristics of several categories of characters in these genres will

be analysed. The following character roles will be discussed deeper: hero,

woman, and ruler. Apart from its formal traits, the position of the charac-

terization will also be taken into consideration � whether it is the initial

characterization or a later, supplementary one, since they might be of dif-

ferent importance and have a slightly di�erent purpose. Characterizations

according to the genres discussed above will be compared in the following

sections.

26
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3.1 Hero

Let us start with the depiction of hero in the family sagas, the traditional

Icelandic way of characterizations. Then we will focus on knights in the trans-

lated chivalric sagas. These will be compared with the heroes in lygiso�gur :

at �rst with those of the secondary chivalric sagas, and later with the heroes

of the lying fornaldarso�gur. We will observe how the characterization form,

content and purpose di�ers in these genres, so that implications concerning

their possible instructive and exemplary nature could be made together with

their theoretical meaning in the feudal ideology.

3.1.1 Hero in family sagas

Family sagas are known for their objectivity in approach to their characters,

including the hero. Of great importance is the formal aspect of the family-

sagas characterization. A thorough analysis of character assessment in family

sagas was made by Arthur Hruby, for him the most important feature is that

the initial characterization de�nes the person once and for all.53 It is pos-

sible to �nd a limited number of shorter characterizations later in the saga

in order to "ein bestimmter Charakterzug nachgetragen, um eine bestimmte

Handlung des Betre�enden zu motivieren."54 However, these later character-

izations are rather rare and unusual, and so clearly of lesser importance for

the audience. Therefore, Hruby claims that the main aim of the initial char-

acterizations in family sagas is to prepare the audience for the character's

future role in the narrative.55

A general structure of characterization in family sagas was outlined by

Hruby, he was able to distinguish the following categories of family sagas

characteristics: Beiname, Abstammung, Heimat, Vorgeschichte, Ausfahrt

aus Norwegen, Landnama, Wohnung, Ehestand, Kinder, Beruf, Reichtum,

Ruhm, Körperlich (most often mikill ok sterkr), Seelisch (moral), Talente,

53 Hruby, Zur Technik der isländischen Saga, 1929, 3.
54 ibid., 6.
55 ibid., 8.
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Beliebtheit.56 Naturally, not all the available categories are always realized,

only some of them are selected for the one particular character.

As far as the signi�cance of the characteristics is concerned, Margrét

Gunnarsdóttir Champion considers the characters also on a deeper, sym-

bolic, level beyond the explicit text. In her opinion "heroic character turns

into a cultural type, an embodiment of the values saga discourse represents

and teaches."57 These should be, according to her, "manliness (...), honor,

and endurance."58 Be that the case, the family sagas would indirectly praise

also these qualities, which are rarely mentioned in the initial characteriza-

tions. It is presumed that the audience was used to interpreting the family

sagas and seeing through its established conventions that code the moral

motivation. What, on the other hand, is described directly will be discussed

on the following pages.

We shall start with Egill Skalla-Grímsson. He is introduced by the fol-

lowing passage:

Var sá vatni ausinn ok nafn ge�t, ok kallaðr Egill; en er hann

óx upp, þá mátti brátt sjá á honum, at hann myndi verða mjo�k

ljótr ok glíkr feðr sínum, svartr á hár. En þá er hann var

þrévetr, þá var hann mikill ok sterkr, svá sem þeir sveinar aðrir,

er váru sex vetra eða sjau; hann var brátt málugr ok orðvíss;

heldr var hann illr viðreignar, er hann var í leikum með o�ðrum

ungmennum.59

First of all, Egil's appearance is described. His unusual stature, ugliness

and strength are highlighted, then his talent of speech (because he will be-

came a skald), and �nally it is said that he was irritable and quarrelsome. As

we have pointed out before, only a selection of the character traits collected

by Hruby appears in the text but that is a fairly common situation in the

saga character assessment.

There are some later comments on Egill in Eg that provide characteristics

too. They usually repeat what has already been said, for example the stature

56 ibid., 15�17.
57 ibid., 127.
58 Gunnarsdóttir Champion, Theorizing Character: the Icelandic Family Saga, 1991, 91.
59 Eg xxxi
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is mentioned later in the chapter 40,60 a detailed description of his appear-

ance is given in chapter 55,61 and even Egil's daring actions are commented

on by other person in dialogue.62 From the qualities appearing in Egil's char-

acterizations, only a small part of the ideal mentioned by Gunnarsdóttir is

stated in the text, namely his daring actions. Honour and endurance are not

so apparent from Egil's character (not even from the plot), and so the theory

concerning an underlying message about a desirable "cultural type" hidden

in the family sagas is questionable. Nevertheless, it is certainly true that

some of the qualities Egill possesses are not stated explicitly in his charac-

terizations.

The second example of the family-saga approach to describing the hero

will be illustrated on Snorri goði from the Eyrbyggja saga. Although Snorri

is mentioned for the �rst time in chapter 12 at his birth,63 the main charac-

terization comes later and is again more complex then the following shorter

comments in the course of the saga:

Snorri var meðalmaðr á hæð og heldr grannligr, fríðr sýnum,

réttleitr og ljóslitaðr, bleikhárr og rauðskeggjaðr; hann var hóg-

værr hversdaglega, fann lítt á honum hvárt honum þótti vel eða

illa; hann var vitr maðr og forspár um marga hluti; langrækr

og heiptúðigr; heilráðr vinum sínum, en óvinir hans þóttust

heldr kulda af kenna ráðum hans. Hann varðveitti þá hof, var

hann þá kallaðr Snorri goði; hann gjörðist þá höfðíngi mikill, en

ríki hans var mjök öfundsamt, þvíað þeir vóru margir, er eigi

þóttust til minna um komnir fyrir ættar sakir, en áttu meira

undir sér fyrir a�s sakir og prófaðrar harðfengi.64

This time, it is his appearance, wisdom, vengefulness, and ability to give

counsels that is highlighted, in this case together with Snorri's position as

ho�fðingi.

There are two other direct comments about Snorri in the saga, which can

tell the reader something about Snorri's qualities. According to them, Snorri

60 Eg xl
61 Eg lv
62 Eg xlix, lvi, lix
63 Eb xii
64 Eb xv
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is clever, gives good advise and has many friends and supporters.65 From the

example of Egill, we can see that the initial characterization of the hero lies

within the general categories Hruby outlined. Later comments repeat some

of the important traits of his personality but their number is quite low.

Egils saga and Eyrbyggja saga provide the audience with scarce infor-

mation and the more important the only provided information are. The

mentioned qualities are both positive and negative

3.1.2 Hero in primary chivalric sagas

On the following pages we are going to focus on the characteristics in pri-

mary riddaraso�gur, both on the content and the way the characteristics are

presented by the narrator. There is a general consensus among scholars that

the translations commissioned by Hákon the Old were supposed to introduce

the courtly literature and its ideals to his followers. Our assumption is that

the direct characterizations could � due to their explicitness � be a suitable

tool for presenting the nature of the new type of characters, to his knights

and other members of the court.

What will be of main importance for us concerning the form and con-

tent of the characterizations? First of all, we will consider the character's

appearance. Subsequently, the descriptions of behaviour and of character

traits will be discussed. We must also take into consideration the use of di-

rect and indirect assessment of the �gures by narrator � which could help us

establish what constituted the sum and substance of the ideal that could be

constructed with help of the literary heroes. Some of the characteristics (i.e.

beauty and strength) are quite common in European literary tradition, but

it is the context of the characterization as a whole, we should look at. There-

fore, it is crucial that we do not observe the characteristics separately, rather

we should try to identify, which qualities were central for the discourse and

why, including that we re-examine i.e. Astrid van Nahl's observation that "in

den übersetzten Riddarasögur das strahlende Äuÿere des Helden weit mehr

65 Eb xxviii, xxix
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Betonung �ndet als seine moralische Qualitäten."66

The characters in primary and secondary riddaraso�gur are considered

as types, for example E. F. Halvorsen claims that "skildringen av utseende

og egenskaper er stereotyp, heltene er sterke, vakre, djerve og gavmilde og

har alle de egenskaper miljøet, dvs. de ledende kretser i Fra[nkrike] og

grannelandene på 1100-tallet satte høyt."67 This seems to be a brief sum-

mary of all the main characteristics of heroes that appear in chivalric sagas,

but such a concise description will not su�ce here. The personal pro�le of

each hero is slightly di�erent, and we want to establish links between the

heroes' presentation and the then ideology. Moreover, the characters in the

primary and secondary riddaraso�gur cannot be described together � there

is much di�erence as to their deeds and motivation.

In the following section, we will try to give an answer to the question as to

what kind of heroes we can expect to �nd in these texts and the exact form of

their presentation. Although, as we have just seen, there are numerous short

summaries of the character traits, this problem deserves a more thorough

analysis. De�nitely, the heroes are knights, although obviously di�erent from

what we are used to from their French or German counterparts. Nonetheless,

this does not make them less worthy our attention, on the contrary, their

�gures � partially embedded into the saga tradition � proved to be highly

inspiring to the audience, something we can observe in the emergence of

secondary chivalric sagas.

The heroes of the four analysed primary chivalric sagas will be discussed

successively: Tristram, Erex, Íven, and Parceval.

Tristram Let us start with Tristram, the hero of the �rst translated chival-

ric saga. The form of his characterization appears to be trying to follow the

traditional Old Norse form as to its structure, but too many exceptions are

present. At �rst, the audience is not given a single word concerning his

appearance or other qualities. Instead, his education is highlighted:

Síðan lét hann kenna honum bókfræði. Ok var hann hinn næ-

66 van Nahl, Originale Riddarasögur, 1981, 180.
67 Halvorsen, "Riddersagaer", 1969, 177f.
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masti, ok fræðiz hann í þessu næmi sjau höfuðlistum, ok snill-

daz hann alls konar tungum. Því næst nam hann sjau stren-

gleika, svá at engi fannz honum frægri né betr kunnandi. En

at góðlyndi ok mildleik ok hirðligri hæversku, at viti, ráðum ok

hreysti fannz engi honum gnógari. At siðum ok aæmdum var

engi hans maki.68

So instead of hearing about his stature and strength, as we would ex-

pect from the family sagas, the audience is supplied with praise to Tristrams

literacy and knowledge of music and foreign languages. Proper education

(including languages) seems indeed of great importance for the narrator be-

cause he mentions it again in the next chapter69 and it is once more stressed

later when Tristram teaches Íso�nd in Ireland. Moral aspects are added to

this picture, overall belonging to the concept of courtesy. Additionally, the

narrator mentions wisdom, ability to give good counsels and bravery.70 Not

all the traits are brand new for the audience. Nevertheless, from the �rst

introduction of hero, it is clear we are dealing with a completely new concept

of values.

As far as his appearance is concerned, it is commented on later in the

characteristics. This too would be unusual in family sagas, where at least

a comment fríðr sýnum or ljótr would be present in the initial description.

Instead, rich garments and other equipment are put forward, his foster-father

gave him hinum ríkasta búnaði, góðum hestum ok alls konar skemtan ok allt

þat gott, er hann get sýnt honum með tignarligri vild ok virðingu,71 this too

can easily be connected with the ideal of chivalry because all this things are

�tting a European nobleman.

If we would like to see a more traditional saga characterization, we may

�nd one for example in the initial depiction of Tristram's father at the be-

ginning of the saga.72 However, traditional is only the form, the assessed

qualities are particularly the same as those Tristram is praised for.

68 Trist xvii
69 Trist xviii
70 These three traits can be found in the root ideals Gunnarsdóttir argues about in the

family sagas.
71 Trist xvii
72 Trist i
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Contrary to the family sagas, the later characterizations in Trist are de�-

nitely more frequent, even though the characterizations become less common

in the span of the saga.

What is worth a closer observation, is the way motivation is being ex-

pressed in the text. Often the reason of the person's decision is explained

explicitly, in order to enlighten the audience, which would not be used to such

forms of conduct. This is completely di�erent from the way family sagas han-

dle the motivation � where no causality and motivation of heroes' decisions

are being expressed. In Trist, however, familiarity with the courtly conduct

is marked as the person's motive. We can observe this clearly on the queen's

argument when she wants Tristram to prove her seneschal lied about slaying

the dragon: Ok ef þú launar oss vel várt starf, þá gerir þú sem einn hygginn

ok hæverskr riddari ok kurteiss drengr.73 Or explaining Tristram's conduct

at the Irish court: Tristram hlýðir nú á ræðu Ísöndar ok fann, at hún vildi

ekki lengr ræðismanni svara, ok hóf hann þá upp ræðu sína djar�iga ok mælti

með skilvísum orðum fyrir öllum höfðingjum ok hirðmönnum.74 This way of

enlightening the motivation can be found at other characters as well. For ex-

ample the chief huntsman in Cornwall var kurteiss ok lítilláttr ok vel orðinn

at kurteisum meðferðum í öllum siðum. Hann sá Tristram hinn fríðasta

mann ok tiguliga búinn ok í öllum y�rlitum karlmannligan75 and so he asks

Tristram for help. Such a type of comments seems to be a system feature

of Tristrams saga, we can see that all these comments help clarify the ideo-

logical concepts behind the saga, concretely what should a proper knight do,

know and look like.

If we are to establish what qualities the text appreciates most, we should

begin with observing what the hero is praised for. A general auctorial com-

ment summarizes that Tristram var hinn vaskasti maðr, ok gerðiz frægr ok

lofsæll, öllum örr ok vinsæll, virðuligr ok tignarligr, göfugr ok gæfumaðr 76

and makes it clear that bravery and glory are the most cherished cathegories.

Morhold speaks to Tristram, praising him as a skilled warrior, a knight: aldri

73 Trist xxxix
74 Trist xlii
75 Trist xxi
76 Trist xxv
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fann ek þann riddara er ek má svá lofa sem þik 77 and from the Irishmen's

perspective, he is described as einn ungr maðr í því landi, systurson kóngs,

djarfr ok vaskr.78 Hence, the point of view slightly changes the stressed traits.

Nevertheless, generousity and high esteem suggest that the hero has social

obligations too.

Another important characteristic is the hero's popularity, as shown in

the comment that he was öllum kærr ok kunnugr í þeiri borg ok um allt

þat ríki.79 Popularity amongst people was an important trait in the family

sagas too and it could not have been perceived as an alien feature. Usually,

Tristram is admired by some members of court and this might be interpreted

as suggestions to the actual courtiers of Hákon the Old concerning what are

the "right" values.

After a closer observation it is possible to distinguish three main aspects

of Tristram's personality: knight as a tough warrior, the second aspect is

the clever and wise Tristram, and the last is the learned artist. The ratio

of these aspects will be crucial for our interpretation of the text intention

and its attitude towards audience. We will begin with the one of his sides

we have already mentioned as unusual for the Old Norse audience � the

educated artistic Tristram.80 Markis' hunters are said to marvel at Tristram's

höfuðkunnáttu ok kurteisi concerning his hunting skills,81 when playing the

harp all Markis' court praises hversu vel hann hafði numit ok var kurteisliga

mannaðr, prýddr margfaldri mildri huggæði ok kann margs konar skemtanir.

Hann skein virguligri vizku,82 whereas the Norwegian merchants admire his

kunnáttu hans ok list, fegrð ok atgerð, vizku ok meðferð, er hann upp lét pá

alla when he plays chess with them.83 The courtly values are obviously placed

close to the artistic and language education by the narrator, courtly conduct

and attitude are, after all, one of the central points of the knightly epic.

However, the criterion "courtesy" is not unproblematic, at least from this text

77 Trist xxviii
78 Trist xxix
79 Trist xxii
80 Trist xvii, xviii, xxx
81 Trist xxi
82 Trist xxii
83 Trist xviii
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it is di�cult to grasp its presumed essence, and an audience unaccustomed

to this genre would be in even worse position in determining the rules of

conduct in Trist. And it will be far more di�cult in Er, Parc and Ív which

will be observed later, together with a deeper analysis of the Old Norse

interpretation of courtesy and courtly behaviour.

On the whole, bravery84 seems of a greater importance than courtesy in

Trist due to the frequency of its mentioning. After his �rst battle against

Morgan's men, Tristram is characterized as follows: hinn vaskasti maðr ok

gerðiz frægr ok lofsæll, öllum örr ok vinsæll, virðuligr ok tignarligr, göfugr

ok gæfumaðr.85 Other qualities can appear side by side with valour, courtesy

and bravery do not exclude each other, which is something that corresponds

with the knightly ideal, Tristam var hraustr, kurteiss ok hygginn ok reyndr

at riddaraskap,86 even his service to the king is mentioned in such comments:

þjónaði Tristram því næst hertuga einum y�r Pólisríki. Sæmdi

hertuginn hann ok tignaði y�r alla sína vini sakir frægðar, æt-

tar ok hreysti, riddaraskapar ok hinn kurteisustu meðferða ok

hæverskra hirðsiða ok alls konar drengskapar, er hann var eink-

endr y�r alla aðra.

87

There is another important feature of Tristram's character worth men-

tioning, he is cunning and clever. However, this has to be deduced from his

actions, the characterizations omit this fact. At his arrival to Cornwall he is

openly lying.88 Moreover, he cries and fully shows his desperation.89 Later,

it is even stated by the narrator that he is afraid the Irish queen would have

him killed in order to avenge Morhold: Tristram óttaðiz ok bað sér miskun-

nar ok líkna lí� sínu.90 It is at least di�cult to consider this as model for

court Hákon would appreciate (not to mention Tristram's adulterous rela-

tionship with the queen). Therefore, we suggest that this saga should not

be seen as a �ctious equivalent of king's mirror but rather, as Jürg Glauser

84 like that concerning his journey to Ireland to bring Íso�nd in Trist xxxiv
85 Trist xxv
86 Trist xlix
87 Trist lxi
88 Trist xx
89 ibid.
90 Trist xliv
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argues, "vorbildliche Unterhaltung" since the characterization and the values

displayed by characters do seem ideal and in accord with the king's interests.

The above discussed weakness is concealed from Tristram's characterization,

which suggests that these actions were not supposed to be taken as a part of

the "good example".

Nevertheless, the clearly prevailing aspect of Tristram in the Old Norse

translation is that of a warrior, a knight. We will start with comments related

to the visual impression from a knight. A precise depiction of arms and

weapons is provided before Tristram engages Morhold in combat.91 Much is

said concerning Tristram's immediate reaction after hearing of his heritage,

he asks for herklæði, ok vil ek fara at vitjafóstrlands míns ok erfðar ok hefna

föðurdauða míns, þvíat ek em nú á þeim aldri, at ek em fær at sækja mína

eign rétta.92 The court approves his intention, thus, it is made clear that

it is the right decision: mæltu allir höfðingjar, er á báðar hendr kóngi sátu,

at þat sómdi honum vel at gera.93 Afterwards, Markis provides Tristram

with exquisite armour, horse and sword and bestows knighthood on him.

When Tristram meets Morgan, the duke claims Sannfregit he� ek þat, at þú

þjónaðir Markis kóngi, ok hann gaf þér góða hesta, herklæði, pell ok silki. Ok

sé ek, at þú ert fríðr riddari.94 Judging from these remarks, the social status

of a knight is apparent at �rst sight. This brings us to Tristram's physical

appearance, which is described as most handsome.95

Chapter 75 describes Tristram's and Kardín's conquest of foreign lands.

They �ght side by side and make many subjects and hostages. Eptir þat

er þeir váru heim komnir, fóru þeir opt á veiðar ok í atreiðir. Hvertvetna

fengu þeir sigr ok frægð y�r alla þá, er fyrir váru í Bretlandi, um hreysti,

riddaraskap ok alls konar drengskap.96 As such, participation in tournaments

is highlighted in the text besides the often repeated hunts.

The nearly closing remark too, chooses two qualities as the most impor-

91 Trist xxviii
92 Trist xxiv
93 Trist xxiv
94 Trist xxiv
95 i.e. Trist xliii, xli
96 Trist xciv
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tant, Tristram is hinn vaski ok kurteisi.97 All three elements, the tough war-

rior, the clever plan-maker and the artistic person are more or less balanced.

But judging from the frequency, the military feature is stressed most.

In Trist the traditional form of characterization is not always maintained.

New and unusual is also courtesy, as well as special education, but to be

a worthy hero, he has to make a good warrior. The crucial di�erence from

the family-saga conventions of character assessment is the unusual number of

"secondary characterizations", of the re-appearing comments on the hero's

qualities such as his positive character traits and appearance. These are

more or less exceptions in the family sagas, whereas in Trist, they prevail.

Moreover, these descriptions can be used to clarify the causality of the hero's

actions. Generally speaking, the feudal ideology is presented in the text by

means of characterizations that emphasize the characters' conduct and have

tendency to explain the conventions.

Erex Our second example of hero's characterization in a primary riddara-

saga will be Erex. The form of his characterization is again not exactly

identical to the formula used in the family sagas, but it is closer to it than

Trist. Erex saga is complicated in that aspect, that the original text has

an in-medias-res composition, and the hero is not fully characterized at the

point of his �rst appearance in the text. As in the case of Trist, secondary

characterizations predominate over the initial characterization but the �rst

characteristic still remains the main summary of the character and can be

used for the readers' orientation � like in the family sagas. In Trist we

could hardly see a summarizing initial characterization. We would suggest

that it is owing to the fact that we observe him since his childhood and his

qualities develop with time. It is not until the dubbing ceremony his main,

knightly, abilities are su�ciently emphasized. It is notable that the hero in

translated riddaraso�gur undergoes a transformation and has to learn certain

courtly conventions and knightly skills, unlike the heroes in family sagas who

remain much the same in the whole text.

As to the type of information supplied by the characteristics, the �rst

97 Trist c
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characterization strives to give a complex description of Erex, whereas the

rest concentrates on speci�c traits. According to the prologue, Erex Saga

tells the story of riddara einum er Erek hét, son Ílax kóngs � Erex var einn

af tólf köppum Artús kóngs ins ríka ok ins ágæta � of frá inu kringlótta borði

hans.98 Therefore, the social role of the hero is clear from the beginning, he

is presented as one of champions around a renowned and mighty king.

However, as the �rst, and therefore as the central characterization of Erex

will be taken the more concrete description of Erex at the very beginning of

the �rst chapter. There the mentioned categories are as follows: the hero's

origin, his heroism, appearance, birth and admiration from the king and his

court. He is said to be sonr Ílax kóngs, mikill kappi í riddaraskap, fríðr

sýnum ok íþróttamaðr mikill, eigi ellri en hálfþrítugr, er saga þessi gerðiz.

Hann hét Erex. Hann var vel virðr af kóngi ok dróttningu ok allri hirðinni.99

From these categories, it is only mikill kappi í riddaraskap that di�ers from

the family-saga categories, the rest is identical. Hence, we may conclude

that Erex's characterization is more traditional than the �rst description of

Tristram both formally and as to the majority of the praised values.

However, there is still a great number of secondary characterizations mak-

ing it clear to the readers that the narrative di�ers from the known family

sagas. It is not until the later characterizations the audience is given further

detail, which enables them to build a more extensive picture of this knight

and of the concept of a knight in general. The text gives its recipient hints

as to what exactly belongs to the idea of a knight. When Erex accompa-

nies the queen into forest, the narrator gives a thorough description of his

appearance, mainly of his clothes: hinn ungi Erex á góðum essi er komit var

af Spánialandi. Y�rklæði hans var af rauðu silki, kyrtill af hvítum purpura,

hosur af silki, bitill af silfri, söðull af fílsbeini, sporar af brendu gulli.100 The

outer presentation of a knight on material level is of high importance, and

as we can see, it corresponds with the characteristics provided in Tristrams

saga. Usually, Erex's equipment is summarized by pointing to his weapons,

98 Er prologue
99 Er i
100 Er ii
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armour or clothes, horse and beautiful beloved101 and the same picture is

given for other knights appearing in the saga.102

As we have said, the additional characterizations include some deeper

character traits, most often �ghting skills, courage and honour are mentioned,

it is them he gains praise for. From the ideological point of view, it is

important that Erex brings credit to his (respectively Arthur's) court through

his deeds, as is stated in the following passage, where the queen praises

Erex: Miklar sæmðar er sá verðr er svá milda prýði vann ok hreysti ok

slíka mey �utti til várrar hirðar. Ok því sá hann öllum oss velkominn.103

It is notable that this sentence is formulated as a general statement and

can be easily perceived as a moral imperative by the audience. Another

general "instruction" clari�es Erex's exemplary warrior-like attitude as a true

knight.104

As to what other protagonists appreciate and where Erex's renown comes

from, it is his valour. Erex is described as hinn röskvasti riddari Erex.105

It is again the military perspective that is stressed most106 and the court

praises his courage, which is apparent from comments such as: Lofa allir

Erex fyrir sína hreysti ok riddaraskap107 or in king Guimar's appreciation

of Erex.108 Courtesy is scarcely mentioned in his characterizations but his

conduct, as a matter of fact, is based on courtly values � here we can

mention mercy given to defeated knights,109 or helping the lady whose knight

has been abducted by trolls.110 Side by side with rivalry between knights

(at tournaments or in single combat), solidarity within their social class is

thematized. However, �ne education or arts often mentioned in Trist have

virtually no place in Erex saga.

As far as the concept of courtesy of the male hero is concerned, there

101 Er x, vii, xi
102 i.e. Er ii
103 Er v
104 Er xiii
105 Er iv
106 i.e. Er iii, xi
107 Er xiii
108 Er xiv
109 Er ix
110 Er x
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is only one passage we can hold onto. The queen comments for Erex on

the "uncourteous behaviour" of the knight, whose dwarf struck her maiden:

Víst er þetta eigi kurteiss riddari, er hann vill þola sínum dverg óhefnt þetta

níðingsverk, at gera einni mey slíka skömm.111 This quote says quite indi-

rectly that an ideal knight behaves courteously and that such behaviour as

the knight has shown is inappropriate. However, one negative de�nition of

courtesy of a male hero in the whole saga is not enough for a text to be

considered as clearly didactic.

From what we have observed, noble birth and matching garment has be-

come increasingly important in the characterizations in primary riddaraso�gur

and it is reasonable to ask to what extent the protagonist is bound to be

a hero simply by being born as a king's or at least a nobleman's son. Erex

himself is proud of his origin, and introduces himself to Evida's father as

Erex, sonr Ilax kóngs, he� ek verit með Artús kóngi �mm ár.112 Therefore,

his identity is strongly bound both to his origin and the king he serves. In ad-

dition to this, the heroes take part in festive ceremonies of feudal nature, like

tournaments and coronation,113 where their prestigious function is stressed.

Feasts were certainly frequent also in family sagas but here the splendour is

exaggerated and their purpose is also that of legitimation.

Notable is also great importance of social status and the distinction of its

corresponding roles, Erex's position completely changes after his coronation

and this fact is clearly of great concern to the narrator because he describes it

in long passages in the last chapter.114 The outcome of his reward for having

proved himself is clearly visible from the nearly closing remark that Erex

kóngr ok Evida dróttning skilja við Artús kóng ok hans dróttning,115 Erex is

no longer called a knight, he is much more.

To sum up our observations concerning the characterizations of Erex,

it seems he is extraordinary only thanks to being an excellent warrior and

by being a king's son. Neither arts nor clever plans are mentioned in his

111 Er ii
112 Er iii
113 Er vi
114 Er xiv
115 Er xiv
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characterization.116 Erex is never directly praised for courtesy but for valour

and riddaraskap. Nevertheless, Erex behaves as the courtly code demands.

Considering the qualities attributed to him directly, and indirectly by his

deeds, if the audience knew what should be searched in the text (concerning

courtly conduct), the ideal would be present in Er. The numerous comments

with Erex's characterization, which are unusual in family sagas, would draw

enough attention to the shift of paradigm. Nevertheless, compared to Trist,

there are much less character traits and there is no direct causative connection

between Erex's characterization and his actions.

Íven The third protagonist of primary chivalric sagas to be discussed here

is Íven. In his case there is no central initial characterization, only the

shorter hints which appear so often in Trist and Er. Hence, the form of

characterization again di�ers much from the family-saga tradition.

It is true that the introductory note of the narrator at the beginning of

the saga states that the hero is one of the champions, knights of king Arthur

and emphasizes his valour117 but such a comment cannot substitute the sum-

marizing initial character assessment. The �rst occasion Íven is attributed

some personal quality is by Lúneta, who recognizes him and promises to help

him as much as she can because he was kind to her when she visited king

Arthur's court: Veit ek at þú ert sonr Uriens kóngs ok heitir herra Íven. Nú

skal ek þér þjóna ok þína hæversku launa þá er þú gerðir mér.118

In the later descriptions, Íven's characterization closely resembles the way

Erex is described, it favours valor, glory, and noble birth. The courtesy, which

is lacking in Erex's description, is, however, mentioned in Íven's case.119 His

lady claims she has heard that he is hinn hraustasti ok hinn kurteisasti riddari

ok son Urient kóngs.120 As to his courtesy, there is a second comment that

speaks about the concrete meaning of this quality, and that is before a �ght

116 In my opinion, the lack of explicit mentioning of courtesy in this text may be due
to the extreme shortening and some character traits may have been omitted from the
characteristics by some later Icelandic copyist.
117 Ív i
118 Ív iii
119 Ív xvi
120 Ív v
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for the rights of one lady in a single combat.121 Íven's valour is therefore

shown also by defending the weak, especially women122 but in most of the

cases there is no comment on such deeds being "courtly". Such actions would

deserve his courtesy to be highlighted in his characterizations but it is in fact

not happening. Even though these and the following examples would be

ideal for enlightening the courtly obligations towards the weak and women.

There is only one additional comment concerning the chivalric conduct. As

to the actions, hæverskir riddarar are forbidden to attack the adversary's

horse in combat.123 Therefore, either the code of chivalry was supposed to

be strongly anchored in the audience (meaning at least in the audience's

literary expectations) � which I seriously doubt � or, logically, the text

intention was not interested in this type of knightly obligation.

Nevertheless, not a single word about artistic education, languages or lit-

eracy like in Tristram's case is said. On the whole, knightly valour stays �

as in the previous cases � as the central value.124 Yet Íven is described as

handsome and well-mannered: Herra Íven var hinn fríðasti riddari, svá at

allir þeir er fyrir sátu, undruðuz vænleik hans ok vöxt ok tiguligt y�rbragð.125

A similar characterization is on another place in the same chapter, this time

Íven's noble birth is added to the categories: he� frétt mart gott um hans

athæ� ok lofsæla meðferð. En hann er son Urient kóngs ok hinn hraustasti

riddari; mikli er hann tignari en mér berr. Hann heitir herra Íven, er þér

ha�t opt heyrt at góðu getit.126 As we can see, the hero's identity is gradu-

ally created from fragments of the secondary comments in various situations.

Again, a knight is to be distinguished by his armour and horse127 and in

displaying his bravery in tournaments.128 In addition, splendour is shown

in his clothes that are bound to be �tting his status. For illustration of

121 Ív xiv
122 Ív x, xi, xii
123 Svá ágjarnliga ok kappsamliga börðuz þeir, at hvárrgi ók fyrir öðrum Em þeir gerðu

sem hæverskir riddarar, því at hvárrgi vill skeina annars hest, Ív iii.
124 i.e. Ív x, xi
125 Ív vii
126 Ív vii
127 Ív viii
128 ibid.
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how rich garments Íven is given, there is a description from Laudine's cas-

tle, her maiden gives him ríka gangveru af nýju skarlaki ok gullsylgju setta

gimsteinum ok belti gert með ágætri gullsmíð ok mörgum hagleik, beltis púss

gullo�nn með svá margháttuðu star� sem kvenna kunnustu �nnz vildast at

gera; ok bjó herra Íven svá tiguliga ok sæmiliga allskonar.129

As far as the question of the hero's sympathy and friendship are con-

cerned, both family bonds and friendship amongst the knights are thema-

tized. For instance, Íven says to Kalebrant: Þú ert minn skyldr frændi ok

þú gerðir eigi vel, er þú leyndir mik þessu, ok því játa ek, ef guð vill, at ek

skal hefna þinnar svívirðingar 130 thus refusing to be his enemy. Neverthe-

less, more attention is devoted to Íven's attitude towards other knights of

king Arthur. Valven is Íven's brother in arms and as such their interaction

proceeds:

Ek em Íven, er ann þér y�r alla lifandi menn, þvíat þú he�r

mik jafnan tignat, virt ok sæmt í öllum hlutum, hvar sem ek he�

verit, hvar meir en sjálfan þik. Nú fyrir þat er ek he� misgert

við þik óvitandi, þá vil ek gefa mik yðr í vald y�rkominn, þvíat

ek em svá sátt ok móðr, at ek má eigi lengr berjaz.131

Valven's reaction is similar, he would never have fought against Íven had

he known it was him. The knights should, from this perspective, act in

a solidary way.

A crucial category for Laudine's choice of husband is noble birth,132 she

demands to know his lineage before she decides to entrust her land to him.

Of course, Íven's bravery and �ghting skills are important for her133 but the

role of a ruler does require additional obligations. In order to act like a proper

ruler, Íven has to arrange feasts134 and has to be worthy of his position, so

that his vassals would veittu nú allir herra Íven tígn ok lofning.135 After

begging his wife for forgiveness, where he lagðiz hann niðr fyrir fætr henni

129 Ív vi
130 Ív iii
131 Ív xv
132 Ív v
133 Ív iv
134 Ív viii
135 Ív vii
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herklæddr,136 he can stay in her kingdom and is its ruler once again.

Formally, Íven's characterization is close to the assessment of Erex and

so too are Íven's qualities. Unlike Erec, however, the hero's courtly con-

duct is mentioned explicitly in Íven's characterizations but surprisingly the

terms kurteiss or hæverskr are only sporadically mentioned in a direct co-

text of passages referring to the defending of the weak. Because the attribute

kurteiss appears most often in general comments characterizing the hero's

qualities, it would be hard to deduce a speci�c meaning of this term, which

de�nitely is not helpful concerning the possible didactic tendencies of the

text.

Parceval The last hero of primary chivalric saga we will analyse is Parce-

val. The text is introduced as a saga of ins prúða Parcevals riddara, er

enn var einn af Artús köppum.137 Formally, Parc uses the same scheme of

characterization as Ív and Er.

Like in Trist, the initial characterization of the hero is mostly replaced by

the description of his education. Parceval's father, who acts as a knight hafði

áðr kent honum skot ok skylmingar, ok svá kunni hann ga�ökum at skjóta

svá at þrjú váru í lopti senn.138 Parceval's education is only military, not

learned, which was the case of Trist. Riding a horse with lance, one of the key

disciplines, is omitted from this characterization because this skill is Parceval

taught later by Gormanz, who var fullkominn í öllum riddaraskap ok kunni

vel ríða ok skjöld ok spjót bera, þvíat hann hafði þat numit í barnæsku.139

Parceval learns all of Gormanz' skills easily sem hann hefði ór barndómi

jafnan í atreiðum verit ok riddarabardaga, þvíat hann hafði slíkan vápnaburð

af kynfylgju ok náttúru sjálfs síns ok var hann inn djarfasti til vápna ok

námfúss slíkt at nema.140 It is Parceval's lineage that grants him special

abilities.

The question of Parceval's origin deserves a closer observation since it

136 Ív xvi
137 Parc i
138 Parc i
139 Parc v
140 Parc v
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might be considered as di�erent than that of the heroes in Trist, Er and

Ív. It is said about Parceval's father that Þessi karl var bóndi at nafnbót,

en riddari at tign. Hann hafði verit allra kappa mestr. Hann hafði tekit

kóngsdóttur at herfangi.141 This means that his father's rank actually was

that of a knight but that he had to live as an ordinary farmer because he

had captured Parceval's mother. Parceval de facto is of noble birth but,

judged from the outside, one could doubt his parentage before he completes

his education, his training, and proves himself.

The preconditions of knighthood are, as we can see, hereditary, the noble

origin is required, but the knighthood additionally needs to be learned. The

education in the aristocratic code of conduct is needed in order to achieve

the ideal of a knight. This is apparent from Parceval's �rst encounter with

Arthur's court. When Parceval comes to Arthur's court for the �rst time,

he speaks rather rudely because he is not familiar with the courtly etiquette

yet. Naturally, the court is appalled by his behaviour: Allir er orð hans

heyrðu, heldu hann fyrir heimskan mann, en sá hann þó vera bæði fríðan ok

vaskligan.142 Nevertheless, the king defends Parceval against mockery saying

Parceval is young and may well be of noble birth þvíat hann he�r fríða

ásjónu ok drengiliga. En þat er eitt at atferðum hans, at hann er eigi vanr

hirðsiðum. En eigi at síðr má hann verða góðr maðr, ok er þat svívirðing ok

drengskaparfall at spotta þvílíkan mann sem hann er.143

The courtly society is presented as having special rules and customs but

these can be acquired if the man is of noble birth. As such, the hirð should

be tolerant of mistakes caused by the lack of experience. We suggest that this

statement of Arthur might have been directed towards the audience present

at Hákon's court for if the conventions of courtly conduct were supposed

to be introduced and clari�ed by this type of narrative, then exactly these

comments would be determinant.

Owing to his courage and skills in arms, Parceval soon gains ina mestu

sæmd alls riddaraskapar.144 Not surprisingly, comments on his fortitude are

141 Parc i
142 Parc ii
143 Parc ii
144 Parc iii
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made.145 Parceval � like Íven � �ghts on behalf of oppressed women but in

his case courtesy as the motivating principle is fully absent in the narrators

commentary.

As in Ív, Trist and Er, the narrator devotes much place to describing

the knight's appearance. The knights Parceval meets in his forest are bear-

ing shield, helmet, coat of mail, lance, and sword.146 The Red Knight is

described by means of his armour, warhorse and weapons147 but several de-

tails concerning the equipment are added too, such as: Riddarinn var klæddr

inum bezta silkikyrtli ok af ágætum guðvef undir brynjunni, ok eigi máttin

Íonet koma honum til at fara af hri�ingum sínum148 or that Því næst herk-

læddi Íonet hann, færði hann í brynjuhosur ok útan á hri�inga hans, festi á

hann spora af gulli ok færði hann í brynju ok setti hjálm á höfuð honum ok

sómdi honum einkar vel.149 Additionally, as in the other primary chivalric

sagas, the knight must be provided with depictions of rich garments worthy

a nobleman.150

Material splendour is not the only aspect of knighthood in Parc, a thor-

ough instruction concerning the moral obligations of a knight is explicitly

stated at Praceval's parting with his mother. She explains to him that Þeir

einir fá þar sæmd er íþróttamenn eru ok örugt hafa hjarta ok sé þó sjál�r

vitir, en þik skortir allt þetta.151 Her advice are mainly of moral-religious

character, she wants him to be god-fearing and trúr ok hollr to those he

serves, she also stresses he should not have intercourse with other men's

women.152 The second moralizing passage is to be found at Parceval's dub-

bing ceremony and here again the Church's view is re�ected. Parceval is

explained what the God's order is for: riddaraskap með allskyns kurteisi ok

drengskapardygð. Parceval is supposed to grant mercy to the knights he has

145 Parc x, xiii
146 Parc i
147 Parc ii
148 Parc iii
149 Parc iii
150 textitParc vi
151 Parc i
152 Parc i
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defeated and fear God.153 Hence, moral qualities of a knight can appear in

Parc together with bravery.

Parceval concentrates so much at pursuing combats that he neglects his

faith, he kom hvárki til kross né kirkju, svá var honum mikill hugr á fremjaz at

riddaraskap, ok leitaði allra inna hörðustu riddara ok fann engan svá röskvan

at hann sigraðiz eigi á honum, ok fóru svá út þessir �mm vetr, at honum kom

aldri guð í hug.154 Later, he confesses his sins to a hermit and becomes a good

Christian. Then he marries Blanki�úr ok gerðiz ágætr höfðingi y�r öllu ríki

hennar, avá ágætr ok sigrsæll, at aldri átti hann svá vápnskipti við riddara,

at eigi sigraðiz hann, ok mætti hann öllum inum snörpustum riddurum er

váru um hans daga.155 The conquering aspect of the knightly life prevails in

him once more but, strangely enough, the narrator judges it positively this

time.

From the numerous comments in Parceval it is obvious that a knight

should above all have high moral qualities. The contrast of the young un-

proven Parceval and his later more experienced self makes the necessity of

learning proper conventions of the courtly society more than obvious. Thus,

the text would suggest a deeply didactic intention. The importance of being

of noble birth is stressed in Parc once more, the knights in the saga belong

to an exclusively aristocratic society. Formally, again a central initial char-

acterization (which is typical in the family sagas) has been replaced by many

re-appearing comments pointing to several qualities. Thus, Parcevals saga

shares its form of character assessment with Er and Ív but less with Trist

due to the lack of causative explanations of the characters' motivation.

As far as the mentioned qualities are concerned, Parceval is praised solely

for his bravery. All the above mentioned moral obligations are omitted from

the comments on Parceval's deeds. Nevertheless, they are given much space

when another character explains to Parceval what a good knight should do.

Since Parceval's only admired qualities are fortitude, his �ghting skills and

from those following fame, it would seem that the text itself forgets the nec-

153 Parc vi
154 Parc xviii
155 Parc xviii
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essary courtesy and generosity that are mentioned in the didactic passages

directed at young Parceval. However, all the positive character traits of

a good knight, including handsomeness, are to be found in the characteriza-

tion of other important knights of Parc, namely of Valven,156 Meliandri157

and Klamadius.158

Heroes of the primary chivalric sagas: summary

Formally, the character assessment in the primary chivalric sagas is much

dissimilar to the family-saga tradition. In the primary chivalric sagas, the

initial characterization does not appear to be of the same signi�cance since it

is omitted in some primary riddaraso�gur. Instead, it is replaced by numerous

later characterizations of the hero and comments on his behaviour. That

these characterizations are given so much attention, is something that seems

to go against the native literary tradition. However, it was necessary to

introduce a clarifying voice for the unusual behaviour of the hero, when

a transition to the new ideology of a courtly code of conduct should be

made. Another factor has to be considered too, and that is the question of

character's development. Unlike the family sagas heroes, who do not change,

the knights in primary riddaraso�gur develop their abilities in time. Therefore,

the secondary characterizations also "update" the character assessment, and

stress the change and continuing re�nement of the knights' manners.

The characteristics attributed to the knights in primary riddaraso�gur are

naturally di�erent from the heroes of family sagas. The heroes of primary

chivalric sagas are usually described as "handsome" yet more attention is

given to their garments and armour � their outer presentation � than their

physical features. The di�erence from family sagas is apparent. In fam-

ily sagas, the hero can be described as not so fair, whereas the knights in

riddaraso�gur are most handsome.

As far as the heroes' inner qualities are concerned, bravery in combat is

the most mentioned one. The warriors are also attributed "courtly way of

156 Parc xvi
157 Parc xv
158 Parc x
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conduct". This category appears side by side with the pure �ghting aspect,

making it clear that the knightly society is also bound to obey special rules

as to their manners. Nevertheless, the actual substance of courtesy is left

for the audience to deduce. Only Trist strives to explain the role of courtesy

in the hero's decisions. On the whole, Tristram's character is described as

the most courtly hero who even masters di�erent arts. For Íven, Erex and

Parceval learned education and arts are of peripheral importance.

Concerning the suggested didactic function of this literary genre, if we

merged all the analysed primary riddaraso�gur, the narrator would provide the

audience with mentions of all the most important courtly customs (including

i.e. the course of tournaments). However, the form of their presentation is

usually confusing, the values appearing in secondary comments or character-

izations would have to be even more closely linked to concrete actions if the

text were to be used as presentations of model rules for Hákon's hirð. On

the other hand, the analysed primary chivalric sagas include so many illus-

trative descriptions of the roles of knight in society and, most of all, of his

polite conduct at the court, that we �nd it most improbable that these texts

were pure escapist literature which should only amuse. Hence, the solution

of "vorbildliche Unterhaltung"159 suggested by Jürg Glauser seems the most

probable theory.

3.1.3 Hero in secondary chivalric sagas

On the following pages, protagonists of secondary chivalric sagas and their

characterization will be analysed. As we have said earlier, the secondary

riddaraso�gur were in terms of plot composed under the in�uence of primary

riddaraso�gur. Therefore, the in�uence of the form and content of both family

sagas and translated chivalric sagas should be considered if we are to asset

the changes which primary riddaraso�gur brought to the saga narratives.

The lack of moral dilemma is often mentioned in connection with the

heroes of secondary riddaraso�gur.160 Many scholars also point out that char-

159 Glauser, "Vorbildliche Unterhaltung", 1987, 95�129.
160 Barnes, "Romance in Iceland", 2000, 268.
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acters in this genre are typized and that they represent the same clichés.161

The importance of feudal ideology in the secondary chivalric sagas will

be examined, just as the extent to which the characters act according to

their description. For this point, the problem of courtesy and the place

it has in the text has to be closely observed. Subsequently, the attitude

of the text towards knighthood and knightly virtues will be discussed in

order to establish the purpose of these texts. Paul Bibire claims that the

hero of secondary chivalric sagas "does not explore or (usually) signi�cantly

exemplify ideals of courtly, chivalric or Christian morality."162 Although it

describes the prevailing impression, this statement should be re-examined.

Vilmundr viðutan

Our analysis of secondary riddaraso�gur will have two parts. Let us start

with the protagonist of Vilmundar saga viðutan. Contrary to the studied

primary chivalric sagas, Vilm does not include many comments on the hero's

character in the span of the saga. The form of his initial characterization,

which comprises of a summary of nearly all the traits that can be attributed

to his person, resembles rather the family sagas.

However, the character traits mentioned in Vilm are a synthesis of quali-

ties that can be found either in family sagas or in the primary chivalric sagas.

Vilmund's introduction is as follows:

Hann var mikill vexti, en sterkur að a�i ok fríðr sýnum, hærður

manna bezt og eygður vel, skartsamlegur á allan vöxt, ok voru

þó menn andlitsfríðari, en þó vildu margir heldur hafa hans

y�rlit en hinna, er fríðari voru kallaðir. Faðir hans hafði verið

hinn mesti kappi, og því kenndi hann syni sínum íþróttir, sund

og ta� og að skjóta og að skylmast með sklöld og sverð, og var

hann áskynja íþrótta, svo að faðir hans komst um öngva til

jafns við hann. Móðir hans kenndi honum bóknæmi.163

When we focus on the qualities that were speci�c for primary riddaraso�gur,

161 van Nahl, Originale Riddarasögur, 1981, 76; Barnes, "Romance in Iceland", 2000,
279; Bibire, "From Riddarasaga to Lygisaga: the Norse Response to Romance", 1985, 69.
162 Bibire: "From Riddarasaga to Lygisaga: the Norse Response to Romance", 1985, 69.
163 Vilm viii
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we can see that they are those Vilmundr has been taught by his parents �

ta�, several �ghting skills and bóknæmi. Hardly any of these skills Vilmundr

puts to use in the saga, nor are they mentioned when he is being praised.

They are mentioned either in order to stress the concept of a hero's educa-

tion and development as important, or simply because the fashion of primary

chivalric sagas came with this personal quality and the secondary chivalric

sagas adopted it without further implications. The only qualities that matter,

are his stature, strength,164 and bravery since only these traits are present in

the later comments.165

Vilmundr stands somewhere in-between the courtly world and his not-

noble lineage, it is apparent for example from the description of his clothes166

and from the kastali he lives in.167 There is certain similarity between Parce-

val and Vilmundr. Nevertheless, although Parceval's lineage is noble and

the main problem lies in the dignity of the way his father lived, Vilmundr

is clearly from a non-aristocratic family and his parents are farmers. Yet

though Vilmundr himself is no knight, his friend Hjarrandi, son of the king,

is described as a courteous warrior able to prove himself in tournaments.168

Though courtesy is in Vilm never mentioned in context of conduct to-

wards women, it is used to describe a polite way of speech and greeting.169

And Hjarrandi himself has sworn his sister would marry only someone who

jafn væri honum að öllum riddaraskap.170 The aristocratic discourse of sec-

ondary riddaraso�gur is often relativized and there is a tendency among schol-

ars to dismiss them as an amusing, even a parodical genre. However, con-

sidering the fact that Hjarrandi is Vilmund's sworn brother and the saga

does not suggest irony towards this character, Hjarrandi may well represent

a paragon of knight. As such, the text gives no reason to interpret the courtly

164 Vilm xii
165 see vaskari maður mun eigi �nnast en Vilmundur er in Vilm xvii, or a similar com-

ment when he becomes Hjarrandi's sworn-brother: eigi hefði vaskari maður komið í það
land en Vilmundur var, Vilm xi.
166 Vilm viii
167 Vilm xvii
168 Vilm xix
169 Vilm iii, xviii, xx
170 Vilm iii
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customs parodically. Courtesy in Vilm concerns formal conduct and polite

speech, not the moral obligation to stand up for others. It is clear that ideals

known from the family and chivalric sagas are re�ected in this saga but the

hero is not supposed to serve a king and belong to someone's court. As we

can deduce from the course and end of Vilm, heroes of secondary chival-

ric sagas should have knightly qualities but their goal is to become rulers

themselves.171 Therefore, the ideal according to Vilm can be interpreted

as aristocratic but more emancipated, self-con�dent than in the translated

riddaraso�gur.

Máguss saga jarls

Our second example of secondary chivalric sagas is Máguss saga jarls. Con-

trary to the most primary chivalric sagas, Mágus is described in a summa-

rizing initial characterization:

Iarl þann skal nefna til savgunnar, er ei ma missa at til komi,

er Magus he�r heitið. Han reð fyrir Strans borg i Sax landi.

Hann er taliðr iafn Ro�gnvalldi b¦ði at viti oc vinsældum. Hann

geck ok n¦st Ro�gnvalldi um allar iþrottir; enn ein er su, er

hann he�r um framm alla menn i Saxlanndi; hann er ryndr

sva miog, at þat er ofre�e. Hann er okv¦ndr.172

There are virtually no characterizations of Máguss except for the initial

one. It is clear enough that the form of character assessment in this case

corresponds more to the family-saga tradition. Máguss is above all a distin-

guished ruler and his wife must be worthy of his position, noble enough.173

Neither Máguss is labelled as a knight but that does not mean he cannot

support his allies. He can in fact �ght well, as is apparent from the �nal

battle174 but it is not listed among his character traits. There are knights to

be found in Máguss saga, they serve the jarl Ubbi.175 The brothers, Mágus'

friends act like knights and have appropriate noble qualities.

171 Vilm xxii
172 Mág v
173 Mág v
174 Mág xxii
175 Mág xxii
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Nevertheless, the saga is rather about political struggles for power than

courteously helping strangers in need. It seems as if the meaning of the

aristocratic ideal was widely known and did not need further explanation,

especially considering that the text names several titles of royal o�ces. That

requires a deeper orientation in the court's system. If the texts were meant

to be a low amusement or parody for the lower class, such details (which

moreover appear on singular places) would be pointless and would give no

sense. Therefore, we have to assume that the original audience of Mág was

familiar with the conventions of aristocratic milieu.

Heroes of the secondary chivalric sagas: summary

The hero of a primary chivalric saga is typically a skilled warrior of noble birth

and the ideology present in the texts gives much stress on courtesy, though

its meaning remains rather vague. The knights obey their king, which would

be in accordance with Hákon's programme to establish social elite which

would support him. Therefore, loyalty towards lord occasionally appears in

instructional passages. On the contrary, in the secondary chivalric sagas the

hero may � but does not need to � be a knight, but his most important

qualities are amazing strength and stature (which is a characteristic already

present in family sagas) together with bravery.

The moral obligations and con�icts are another topic which is treated

di�erently in primary and secondary chivalric sagas. Although moral and

courtly motivation is � except in Trist � absent in the characterizations of

primary riddaraso�gur, it is apparent from the course of the heroes' actions.

Nevertheless, in the secondary riddaraso�gur it would seem as if "courtesy"

disappeared from the plot completely. "Courtesy" was mostly omitted in the

character assessment of the primary riddaraso�gur, and so the later genres, like

the secondary riddaraso�gur could not easily connect this term with a clearly

de�ned concept of courtly conduct. Therefore, in the late chivalric sagas it

is not a valid motivation for other actions than greeting. Without the moral

motivation by the means of courtly conduct, it is logical that the ideals of

knighthood seem like empty conventions in the texts (it is no wonder that
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Astrid van Nahl suggests that in these texts "das Rittertum nur noch äuÿere

Nachahmung �ndet").176 In this situation, it is not surprising, that he hero

does not even have the title riddari and that it is left to the remaining

characters close to him to ful�l whichever remaining knightly demands. The

cultivated, learned aspect of knights � as we have seen at Tristram � is not

present in our two texts, though there is boknaemi mentioned in Vilmund's

case, Vilmundr never uses this knowledge and other characters never speak

about this. It is a ready-made ideal, not something that must be achieved.

Nevertheless, both analysed texts of secondary riddaraso�gur prove a deep

insight into the courtly values, and especially organization, which can hardly

be explained by claiming the texts have from the beginning been parodies.

At the time secondary chivalric sagas were written, the literary production

was in the hands of Icelandic higher class,177 which was mainly aristocratic

and has accepted the primary riddaraso�gur just as the Norwegian aristocracy

did. They would have no interest in mocking their own literary conventions

and models.

The crucial shift between primary and secondary chivalric sagas � apart

from the disappearing obligation to serve his king � is however in the form.

The number of comments has been substantially reduced in the secondary

riddaraso�gur, and so the character traits are presented almost only in the �rst,

initial characterization. It is to be supposed that the courtly paradigms were

widely known at the time secondary chivalric sagas started to be composed.

Therefore, there would be no reason to draw the audience's attention to

highlighting these new principles of motivation, something which was done by

the secondary characterizations. These principles could appear in later texts

and be used for other purposes in di�erent narratives � like for example the

lying fornaldarso�gur, which will be discussed in the following section. We can

observe this phenomenon on the deterioration of the term "courteous", which

was reduced to a simple convention of greeting. Formally, the secondary

riddaraso�gur return to the tradition of character assessment in family sagas

176 van Nahl, Originale Ridarasögur, 1981, 178.
177 Glauser, "Textüberlieferung und Textbegri� im spätmittelalterlichen Norden", 1998,

22.
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but the content of the characterization was substantially in�uenced by the

ideology of primary riddaraso�gur.

3.1.4 Hero in lying fornaldarso�gur

In the last section devoted to the assessment of heroes, we will discuss char-

acterization in Hjálmþés saga ok O� lvis. This saga has been chosen so that we

could compare two main characters within one text and therefore with the

same text intention.

Let us begin with Hjálmþér. This character, a king's son, is introduced

at the beginning of the saga by the following characterization: Hann var

vænn, stórr ok sterkr ok �mr við allar íþróttir þegar á unga aldri. Konungr

lét kenna honum allar menntir, þær sem ungum mönnum var títt at læra.178

The categories mentioned in this initial characterization are identical to the

categories used in family sagas, the only possible exception is the comment

that his father ordered Hjálmþér should be taught all the appropriate men-

ntir, yet since from this formulation it is unclear which menntir are meant,

it is impossible to guess whether these should be considered from the courtly

perspective.

Additional comments on the hero's qualities are rare in this saga. When

Hjálmþér is praised after combat with Núdus, it is for þau afreksverk, sem

hann hafði þar unnit í sinni framgöngu.179 No other comments are made on

Hjálmþér in the saga. Hjálmþér is called konungsson,180 and so is of high

birth yet he has no desire to serve some liege-lord, which would be common

in primary chivalric sagas. Again, in the end he rules in his father's land and

achieves many victories.181

As we can see, the characterization of Hjálmþér is compatible with the

practice of family-saga characterization. We have one longer character as-

sessment at the beginning, which introduces all the traits necessary for un-

derstanding Hjálmþér's role in the saga and actions, and few later comments

178 HjO� i
179 HjO� vii
180 HjO� xxii
181 HjO� xxii
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on his qualities.

His friend O� lvir is son of the king's jarl. Central, again, is the hero's

initial characterization � the Jarl átti einn son, ungan ok vænan, er O� lvir

hét. Jarl kenndi honum allar íþróttir. Hann hafði þrjátigi leiksveina ok reið

á skóg dagliga at skjóta dýr ok fugla. Liðu svá tímar, at O� lvir var �mmtán

vetra. Var hann þá manna stærstr ok sterkastr ok bar af hverjum manni ta�,

sund ok í turniment at ríða.182 The mention about tournaments is clearly

an in�uence from chivalric sagas, the same can, partially, be said about the

custom of hunting. Unlike Hjálmþér, O� lvir takes part in a tournament, where

he:

kastandi mörgum riddara til jarðar, ok var engi svá röskr eða

ríkilátr, mikill eða mektugr, at honum þyrði í móti at ríða.

O� lvir sér þetta, ok hafði hann áðr margan riddara af sínum

hesti fellt. Ríðr hann sem snarligast at Hjálmþé ok hvárr á móti

öðrum, ok mátti þar sjá væna atreið á �ugskjótum hestum.183

Otherwise, O� lvir is described as handsome, strong, of great stature, and

he plays ta�/chess. His character is therefore � with respect to his qualities

� to be placed in between the chivalric sagas and a family saga.184

To conclude, the form of character assessment in the analysed lying for-

naldarsaga is the same as in family sagas. Judging from the qualities men-

tioned in family-saga tradition, the only alien element in this assessment

would be O� lvi's tournament skills, but the in�uence of courtly motifs and

characteristics in the heroes' description goes no further in HjO� , except for

the education Hjálmþér and O� lvir go through. Therefore, the lying fornal-

darsaga we analysed cannot be connected with the ideology of king's service

nor do the heroes seem to have been cultivated by the means of the ideals

the primary chivalric sagas promoted, although the main characters are of

high birth.

182 HjO� i
183 HjO� ii
184 O� lvir is, in accordance with the family sagas, attributed the quality mikill ok sterkr,

although in the form of superlative. On the whole, O� lvir is � at least according to his
characterizations � closer to the tradition of riddaraso�gur.
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3.1.5 Hero � conclusion

The simplest observation concerning the characterization of heroes in the

discussed genres could be made with respect to its length and distribution in

the text. In this case, the characterizations in primary chivalric sagas seem

unique due to the frequent comments and side-characterization that over-

shadow the introductory assessment. Family sagas, secondary riddaraso�gur

and lying fornaldarso�gur use one main introductory characterization that

summarizes all the key information about the hero and the rest of his qual-

ities is left for the audience to deduce � if they wish. Occasional later

comments concerning the hero's qualities can appear but they are of lesser

importance, either because the texts work with motivation and rules already

known to the audience (and so no explanation is needed), or because these

genres do not aspire on changing the audience and their conduct or attitudes.

As far as the character traits are concerned, the question of courtesy

(kurteisi and hæverska) seems to be most signi�cant. It is often mentioned

in the character assessment in primary chivalric sagas and there is a clear ten-

dency to make it a part of the depicted ideal. Although usually not clearly,

the primary chivalric sagas try to present the newly introduced chivalric con-

duct. The in�uence of courtesy is limited in the later genres, to say the least.

Secondary chivalric sagas did not need further explanation � or they were

not willing to go deeply into the concrete rules concerning serving a king or

a lady. Instead, striving for political in�uence in the aristocratic sphere has

become the main theme. The heroes in secondary chivalric sagas are very

much independent on a ruler. Neither is the term "courtesy" re�ected in the

heroes' actions in lygiso�gur. The heroes are con�dent and do not desire to

serve anyone � most often they are of noble lineage, but their interest lies

elsewhere than in an honourable service to liege-lord. Most de�nitely, the

texts of lygiso�gur are not connected to the king's campaign. The fashion

of courtly epics and familiarity with the actual king's court in Norway are

more apparent in the secondary chivalric sagas, the lying fornaldarso�gur are

aware of the existing literary conventions displayed in the chivalric literature

but they do not tend to promote its values any further. When the didactic
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function is rejected, the entertainment is the most plausible purpose of the

lying fornaldarso�gur. The secondary riddaraso�gur, though surely entertain-

ing too, bear traits of aristocracy's political interests and have other intents

in addition to the amusing function.

In the following two parts, the role and characterization of a ruler and

a woman will be analysed. Thus, we can acquire additional information about

the attitude of the texts to several character traits and to �nd out more about

the text intention. The formal aspect of character assessment will also be

observed, so that we may establish whether the formal tendencies, which we

have concluded from the hero-characterization, are valid.

3.2 Ruler

In this section we should determine if the tendencies in the form of character

assessment are valid also for the characters of kings. Since the position of

king in the courtly literature is of central importance and since we suppose

that the character presentation has to correspond with the text intention,

the character of a king or emperor will necessarily have to be considered. We

will study the position of a king in the analysed texts and we will determine

whether the qualities of rulers in the respective sub-genres are portrayed in

accordance with the feudal ideology or not. If no intentional application of

the courtly rituals and principles will be found, it would mean that the texts

were written mainly for the sake of amusement.

3.2.1 Ruler in family sagas

As before, we are going to start with summarizing the common features of

the family-saga descriptions, this time the presentation of rulers will be con-

sidered. The characterization of Norwegian king in the discussed family sagas

is � compared to that of the heroes � much less elaborate and therefore

shorter.

In accordance with the family-saga tradition concerning the way motiva-

tion and inner qualities are presented, the texts let the audience deduce the
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personality of the kings from their actions in the saga. In Egils saga Haraldr

Fairhair is characterized by his lineage: Haraldr, sonr Hálfdanar svarta, hafði

tekit arf eptir fo�ður sinn í Vík austr; hann hafði þess heit strengt, at láta eigi

skera hár sitt né kemba, fyrr en hann væri einvaldskonungr y�r Nóregi. Hann

var kallaðr Haraldr lúfa.185 However, no further details concerning his per-

sonality are supplied by the narrator's comments. His achievements should

stand for themselves. The only characterization of another king in Eg that

gives some concrete information on him is at the point of Eric Bloodaxe's

introduction to the saga: Eiríkr, sonr Haralds konungs, er kallaðr var blóðøx,

var þá á ungum aldri, hann var á fóstri með Þóri hersi Hróaldssyni.186 As in

the previous case, no personal qualities are mentioned here, which is typical

also for the Eyrbyggja saga.

A king in the text of family saga appears in situations known to the

audience from other family sagas, and so his reactions are predictable for

the readers. Therefore, the texts reckon on the audience's interpretation

and no comments explaining the king's personal qualities and motivation are

expressed. We know virtually nothing about Eric Bloodaxe, although he is

the principal enemy of Egill Skalla-Grímsson, neither is there to be found

anything concrete about the Norwegian king in the Eyrbyggja saga from the

characteristics.

3.2.2 Ruler in primary chivalric sagas

On the following pages, we will focus on the characteristics of kings in primary

riddaraso�gur. The analysed translated riddaraso�gur were commissioned by

Hákon the Old and, as we have seen in the assessments of knights in primary

chivalric sagas, the texts deal with courtly values thoroughly. Astrid Van

Nahl suggests that the "Lebenshaltung des Königs ist in den übersetzten

Riddarasögur allgemeines Vorbild für das Verhalten, das alle auftretenden

Personen in den Sagas an den Tag legen."187 From our previous analyses, it

seems to be plausible, yet again we have to make some closer observations

185 Eg iii
186 Eg xxxvi
187 van Nahl, Originale Riddarasögur, 1981, 177f.
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before we could agree with this statement.

We will focus both on the content and the way the characteristics are

being presented. On the following pages, we will discuss the kings' own

personal qualities, the splendour and importance of the court in the text, and

last but not least, the bond between hero and his king. All these aspects have

consequences for interpretation of the text intention. The characterizations of

king Arthur and Markis from Trist will be analysed in the following section.

Arthur Due to the fact that king Arthur appears in all the analysed pri-

mary riddaraso�gur (Er, Ív, Parc and Trist), we will discuss his character in

one section.

As far as the character assessment is concerned, the characterizations in

general describe Arthur as a renowned and mighty king but do not mention

any concrete character traits.

Erex saga o�ers no initial characterization of king Arthur, only the sec-

ondary comments. Arthur is attributed no character traits here, he is de-

scribed in numerous comments by means of the many jarls, kings and knights

who serve him.188 He is said to helt þá enn virðuliga sína hirð, sem vanði

hans var til, svá at engi þóttiz sét hafa slíka kóngsprýði. Með honum váru

tólf spekingar hans okráðgjafar, er sátu at hans kringlóttu borði.189

In Ívens saga, king Arthur has an initial characterization, which is as

follows:

hin ágæti kóngr Artúrus réð fyrir Englandi, sem mörgum mön-

num er kunnigt. Hann var um síðir kóngr y�r Rómaborg. Hann

er þeira kónga frægastr, er verit hafa þann veg frá ha�nu ok

vinsælastr annarr en Karlamagnús. Hann hafði þá röskustu

riddara er í váru kristninni. Þat var einn tíma sem jafnan, at

hann hafði stefnt til sín öllum sínum vinum ok helt mikla hátíð

á pikkisdögum.

190

His fame is bound to the brave and noble vassals that are at his disposal.

As far as character traits mentioned in the comments are concerned, Arthur

188 Er vi
189 Er i
190 Ív i
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is once described as kurteiss in the saga191 but no further information is

provided.

Parcevals saga does not attribute king Arthur any personal qualities yet

here too are passages that describe courtly feasts and, most importantly, the

noble courtiers that serve the king.192 There is no initial characterization of

king Arthur in this saga either. King Arthur is episodically mentioned in

Tristrams saga, where he slays a jötunn who was terrorizing Normandy.193

This is rather unusual since the king acts like a knight on a quest. Moreover,

no characterization is provided in this passage, and so we will discuss king

Markis as the main model of a king in Trist.

As we can see from the four sagas, the form of characterization is once

again di�erent from the family-saga conventions and it follows the same

model we have observed in our analysis of heroes in the primary chivalric

sagas.

There are numerous later comments on the king and his court, which

draw attention to the importance of a spectacular court. For example in

Erex saga Arthur's court comprises of margan góðan riddara, kónga ok jarla

ok aðra dýra menn, bæði unga ok gamla, ok fúsir frammi at hafa sinn röskleik

fyrir dýrum mönnum. Margar váru dýrar konur ok meyjar í hirð dróttningar;

ok váru þeir allfáir, er eigi höfðu kosit sér unnasta... Hverr var við annan

eptirlátr ok góðviljaðr.194 The signi�cance of king Arthur being in the middle

of his court is thematized in Íven's saga too.195

The splendour of the king's court is in the texts stressed by feasts and the

number of noblemen gathered there. The meaning of the king and his court is

held in high esteem � the court functions as the highest instance for judging

the values in the chivalric saga. In the primary chivalric sagas the king and

his hirðmenn most often appreciate bravery of a knight196 and beauty of his

beloved.197 In return for the king's favour, the knight is supposed to obey

191 Ív xi
192 Parc x
193 Trist lxxviii
194 Er i
195 Ív viii, xiv, xvi
196 kóngi þótti mikit um hans hreysti, ok lofar öll hirðin hans hraustleika, Er xiv
197 hún megi vel fríðust ok kurteisust heita af öllum meyjum í várri hirð, Er v
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his king, Erex sais clearly that engi þjónustumaðr á at neita því, sem hans

meistari býðr honum.198

King Arthur is presented as a famous ruler with strong position, he is

respected by his knights. Formally, Arthur's characterizations are similar to

those of the heroes of primary chivalric sagas, but Arthur's personality is

presented more distantly and less details are provided. Much attention is

given to the court, so that the audience might identify themselves with its

members.

Markis Unlike most of the Arthur's depictions, king Markis is described

in an initial characterization: var hinn göfgi Markis kóngr y�r öllum enskum

mönnum ok Kornbretum einvaldsherra ok höfðingi,199 where his strong posi-

tion in the country is emphasized. As in Tristram's case, the later comments

can be used to enlightening the courtly conventions. Sem hann hafði heyrt

ok skilit ræðu þessara unga manna, þá svaraði hann þeim, sem kurteisum

kóngi byrjaði, vel ok sæmiliga.200 In this passage, the king is characterized

as courteous king and as such he is supposed to receive his guests politely.

Once again Trist strives to give an explanation that would not be possible

to �nd in other translated chivalric sagas.

As far as Markis' explicitely mentioned qualities are concerned, several

attributes are suggested for him, like kóngr þessi hinn frægi ok ríki Markis,201

or hinn mildi Markis kóngr.202 Unlike king Arthur, Markis has more personal

qualities listed in the direct characterizations � and more often �, namely

generosity, fame and power. Both the kings, however, have large and wealthy

courts that are even strati�ed.203

Summary The characterization of king in primary riddaraso�gur has the

same form as that of the hero in this sub-genre. Concerning the content, the

198 Er i
199 Trist ii
200 Trist ii
201 Trist v
202 Trist ii
203 Trist xxiv
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king in primary chivalric sagas is idealized, both Markis and Arthur represent

the same concept of a feudal ruler. The characterizations are (in most of the

cases) not concerned with the moral qualities of the ruler but rather on his

fame and splendour of his court, including his many retainers.

The hero's relation to the king is much discussed in the text, most proba-

bly in order to strengthen the conception of feudal bonds. Arthur's position

is unquestionable, and such a view on a king would surely be convenient for

Hákon Hákonarson. The ideals concerning the king and his courtier are pre-

sented as a socially binding conception and the demands the kings have on

their followers are by all means to be taken seriously. The knights feel moral

obligation to keep them and so should, probably, the audience of these texts.

3.2.3 Ruler in secondary chivalric sagas

Let us now discuss the nature of courts and their kings in secondary chivalric

sagas and the form of presentation of their kings. At the end of this section

we will consider if the characterizations hold on to the courtly ideal of king

and his court or if the attributes are a matter of literary convention without

moral validity.

In Vilmundar saga viðutan we will focus on king Vísivaldr of Hólm-

garðaríki, father of Vilmund's sworn-brother. Vísivaldr is characterized at

the beginning of the saga, the initial characterization is short and mentions

his "bravery, good manners and he was liked by everyone"204 and there is

one additional comment on his popularity.205 The form of Vísivald's char-

acterization is in accordance with the family-saga tradition. However, the

qualities bear in�uence of the traits that appear in the courtly text of some

translated chivalric saga � his good manners and valour would be highly

unusual in a characterization of a king in family saga.

Vísivaldr has many servants � there are þjónustusveinarnir, and fair

noble maidens serving his daughter,206 he personally gives orders to the sku-

204 Vilm i
205 Vilm vi
206 Vilm viii
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tilsveinn and has knights in his hall.207 We can observe the looks of his court

when Vilmundr comes to king's hall: sér þar sitja marga menn, og skilur

hann af tilvísan konungsdóttur, að það muni konungur vera, sem allir lúta

til.208 Nevertheless, Vísivaldr is not so respected as king Arthur was. It

seems his son Hjarrandi is the leading person in the kingdom and most of his

functions are reduced to arranging feasts.

Máguss saga jarls displays many rulers but the central position has

the emperor Játmunðr who is introduced as follows: Iatmvndvr he�r keisare

heitid; hann red fyrir Vernizu borg aa Saxlande. Þvi var hann eigi svo vinsæll,

sem ella mvndi, at hann var of metnadar madr svo mikill, at honvm þotte

ecki til iafns koma vid sik; � jþrotta madvr mikill, svo at einge stodzt honvm;

en áá ta�e var honvm mestvr metnadvr.209 The characteristics are partially

compatible with the family-saga characterization and partially adopted from

the qualities appearing in primary chivalric sagas.

The range of qualities attributed to rulers is really broad, Játmunð's son,

Karl var stiornsamr ok go�r�i hverium manni rett as sinum mo�nnum, hvart

sem var Rikr e�a fato�kr 210 and can be regarded as rex iustus. One of the

many other rulers mentioned in Mag is said to be vitvr ok vinsæll211 and the

jarl Iringr var allra manna fri�aztr synum ok kvrteisaztr. Iringr Iarl geck fyr

keisarann ok qvaddi hann.212 The qualities attributed to Iringr are those we

would rather expect at a primary-riddarasaga knight, not a king � courtesy

in the sense of polite greeting of a ruler in a typical feature of a knight from

a primary riddarasaga.

Another interesting aspect of this secondary riddarasaga are the details

of the court organization. Besides hir�menn, there are several o�ces of royal

court named in the text. Two men are listed as radgiafe keisarans213 and

two brothers are named as kerti sveinar keisara.214 These o�ces are named
207 Vilm ix
208 Vilm ix
209 Mág i
210 Mág ix
211 Mág i
212 Mág iii
213 Mág i, v
214 Mág v
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in the Norwegian Hirðskrá and none of the analysed primary chivalric sagas

mentions these titles, therefore, this cannot be caused by adoption of motifs

from the translated texts.

The form of characterization in the secondary chivalric sagas remains the

same also in the case of the assessment of kings � the initial characterization

is central for de�ning the character but some additional comments may be

added. The audience is clearly familiar with the organization of the Nor-

wegian court but the ideals introduced by the translated riddaraso�gur are

not socially binding any more. The king is not presented as an undisputed

authority and therefore rivalry with the emperor Játmunðr is possible in the

text. The clearest in�uence of primary chivalric sagas on this sub-genre are

the courtly qualities that seem to have penetrated the system of values avail-

able for character assessment, co that they are used for characterization not

only of the main heroes but also of kings and emperors.

3.2.4 Ruler in lying fornaldarso�gur

The last genre we are about to discuss concerning the characterization and

concept of a ruler are the lying fornaldarso�gur. In Hjálmþés saga ok O� lvis we

meet three principal rulers, Hjálmþé's father Ingi, king Hundingi and king

Hringr.

Ingi is described mostly by the means of his power yet he is also handsome,

wise, strong and of a great stature � his initial characterization speak about

ágætum konungi, er Ingi hét. Hann var vel búinn maðr at öllum íþróttum,

meiri ok mektugri, vænni ok vitrari, stærri ok sterkari en hverr annarr maðr

í veröldinni honum samtíða. Hann lá í hernaði fyrra hlut ævi sinnar ok

vann undir sik mörg konungaríki.215 Most of his qualities resemble more the

characteristics of family-saga heroes, only his fame and conquest of other

kingdoms are typical kingly characteristics. Nevertheless, there is a clear

contrast between Ingi's �awless, ideal-like description, and the weak man he

acts like, and so Ingi could not be interpreted as ideal.

Kings Hundingi and Hringr are not described in detail and we are not

215 HjO� i
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able to deduce much about their personal qualities from the later comments

either. Gratitude (in this case for his hospitality) is expressed as hyperbole

to king Hundingi: skal ek þína frægð ok rausn bera á öll lönd216 and princess

Hervör advises the sworn-brothers to ganga fyrir föður minn djar�iga ok

kveðja hann kurteisliga.217 These notes could be interpreted as a reminis-

cence of the rituals displayed in the primary chivalric sagas, where they,

however, were used with other literary intention. As far as the presentation

of kingly power is concerned, king Hringr too arranges a magni�cent feast,218

yet nothing more is stated about the structure of his court than Konungr

átti sér ráðgjafa trúan ok dyggvan.219 When a ruler's hirð is mentioned, it

is not nearly so elaborate as in the chivalric sagas and could not have any

moral-instructive appeal on the audience. The kings in fornaldarso�gur are

famous and arranging feasts með allri makt, er fá kunni. Þangat var boðit

jarlinum ok syni hans ok mörgu stórmenni, ok var veizla in bezta.220

In conclusion, the form of the characterization of rulers in lying fornaldar-

so�gur follows the traditional family-saga conventions where mostly only one

description of the person is provided, the qualities of kings in lying fornaldar-

so�gur are composed of several attributes known from the heroes of family

sagas (strength, stature, wisdom, handsomeness) and from the translated

chivalric sagas (renown). The courtly values are occasionally mentioned in

connection with proper conduct towards the king, i.e. the courteous greeting,

but the text suggests no interest in regulating the audience's actual attitude

and behaviour towards the king.

3.2.5 Ruler � conclusion

Ultimately, we may conclude that characterizations of rulers display the

same formal tendencies as those we have observed at the characterizations

of heroes. As to the ideology inherent in the sagas, primary chivalric sagas

216 HjO� ix
217 HjO� xiv
218 HjO� xxii
219 HjO� xxii
220 HjO� i
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are clearly prescriptive about the correct attitude towards the king. The

lygiso�gur do not hold all the rulers in high esteem. Rather than the "vor-

bildliche Unterhaltung" of the translations, the lygiso�gur represent �ction

bound to the known feudal concepts of a court, which originated in the

primary chivalric sagas but are no longer tied to their ideal of social organi-

zation.

In the primary chivalric sagas, the king is mostly placed on a position far

higher than the hero and represents another level of the aristocratic social

class. From our observations, king Arthur and Markis have unique place in

all the analysed texts, mostly by the steadfastness of their position. In the

secondary chivalric sagas and lying fornaldarso�gur the hero always ends up

as a ruler of some realm and the distinction between hero and ruler dissolves

at the end. As to the role of kings in the lying fornaldarso�gur and secondary

riddaraso�gur, much attention is given to the kingly splendour and wealth.

Nevertheless, much less information is expressed directly in the character-

ization then by the king's surroundings and reaction of the people present

at his court. These two genres clearly cannot support the feudal ideal as

intensively as the primary riddaraso�gur did.

As far as the form of characterization is concerned, the translated chivalric

sagas had little in�uence on the lygiso�gur. Nevertheless, the content of the

primary chivalric sagas was adopted by the lygiso�gur. This time, however,

with no deeper moral demands in the audience.

3.3 Woman

In the last part devoted to character assessment, we will analyse the way

women are portrayed in characterizations. Female characters are given sub-

stantially less attention across all the discussed genres. If the tendencies

we have observed are valid, we should observe that the greatest turn came

with the translated chivalric sagas and we should expect great interest in the

courtly aspect of their role. Some of the courtly qualities may then appear

in the secondary riddaraso�gur and lying fornaldarso�gur. As to the form, pri-

mary chivalric sagas should be the only sub-genre that contains numerous
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secondary characterizations and comments on the characters. As usual, we

shall start with the family-saga tradition.

3.3.1 Woman in family sagas

If women in family sagas are characterized at all, they can be beautiful,

proud, cunning and clever. Mostly only their name is given, together with

the husband's, or they are named as the mother of the children. Substan-

tially fewer characteristics are written about women than about men. There

is � if at all � the initial characterization and usually no other later char-

acterization.

First of all, we shall focus on the Egils saga , concretely on Egil's wife

Ásgerðr, who was en vænsta kona ok en go�rviligsta, vitr kona ok allvel kun-

nandi.221 Apart from her beauty and cunning, we know nothing about per-

sonal qualities. She is then mentioned while listing her and Egil's children222

and no details about her are provided.

Similarly, Egil's daughter Þorgerðr is claimed to be væn kona ok kvenna

mest, vitr ok heldr skapstór, en hversdagliga kyrrlát223 and about Egil's

daughter Þórdís we know that she was fríðasta kona.224 Considering that

even his chief antagonist queen Gunnhildr is left almost without any direct

comment on her,225 it is clear that family sagas indeed do not show any

interest in directly expressing female qualities.

The second analysed family saga, the Eyrbyggja saga , con�rms what

we have seen in Eg both regarding the form and the favoured qualities. Later

comments are seldom added to the initial characterization. Ásdís, the proud

wife of Snorri, is described as drengilig kona og heldr skapstór.226 As far as

later characterizations are concerned, there is one additional comment on her

character, which points out that she is úng kona og skörulig, o�áti mikill og

221 Eg xli
222 Eg lxvii
223 Eg lxxviii
224 Eg lxxvii
225 Gunnhildr var allra kvenna vænst ok vitrust ok fjo� lkunnig mjo�k, Eg xxxvii
226 Eb xviii
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heldr skapstór.227 Later the saga speaks only about Snorri. Another example

mentions Geirríð, who is described as margkunnig.228 As we have said earlier,

detailed female characterizations are rather exceptions.

To sum up, the female characterizations are short and again the initial

assessment is rarely followed by additional comments. Therefore, the form of

family-sagas characterization is respected in the female characterization too.

If we judged the women from family sagas only by their characteristics, they

would be beautiful, proud, bold and wise.

3.3.2 Woman in primary chivalric sagas

On the following pages we will focus on the characteristics of women in

primary riddaraso�gur, both on the content and the way their characteristics

are being presented.

There are several female characters to be found in primary riddaraso�gur :

the hero's wife or beloved, maidens serving at di�erent courts, and then

of course there is the characterization of a queen � sharing the virtues of

the hero's wife but, in addition to this, she is considered to be a part of

the king's splendour and has royal aureola of power.229 Nevertheless, we will

focus mainly on the characterizations of the hero's beloved since the qualities

attributed to the other female characters are similar to those of the central

female character.

Besides the concrete characteristics, we are going to observe how much the

ideology behind the female characters is apparent from the primary chivalric

sagas and if the underlying rules could be understood as instructions for the

audience's behaviour. For instance, Daniel Sävborg has established that call-

ing female characters unnasta is speci�c for riddaraso�gur and does not appear

in any of the family sagas.230 Such details would be of great importance to

bring the audience's attention to the change of the prototypical character.

Nevertheless, concrete models for courtly conduct would have to be provided

227 Eb xxviii
228 Eb xv
229 Kalinke, "Characterization in Erex saga and Ivens saga", 1975, 15, 18.
230 Sävborg, Sagan om kärleken, 2007, 247.
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and put into connection with exact emphasized qualities to enable a real-life

application of the literary models.

Íso�nd The �rst female character to be discussed here is Íso�nd. Formally,

her descriptions are structured in the same manner as that of Tristram and

Markis, there are many characterizations and comments on her attributes.

The �rst mention of her is rather short but includes the two most typical

character traits of Íso�nd in the text, she is introduced as Ísönd kóngsdóttir,

hin fríða ok kurteisa.231

All the new characteristics together with the traditional ones recur in

slightly altered form of characterization in the whole span of the saga, as for

example before the trial by �re: Ísönd var hyggin kona ok hæversk ok hinn

fríðasti kvennmaðr ok hinn snjallasti.232 It remains to be said that the text

newly demands noble birth from female characters. This is apparent from the

crtitera king Markis has for his wife.233 Similarly to the male heroes of the

translated chivalric sagas, the model female character must be of high birth,

which is new in the concept of saga. Therefore, once again, the exclusiveness

of the aristocratic society is being underlined in the text.

The question is, how the new courtly ideal handled female characters and

whether the characteristics too were described in a comprehensible way. Most

importantly, we must consider if the form of such characterizations could be

used to enlighten which qualities and what type of conduct the courtly mi-

lieu demanded from a woman. If Trist indeed should have promoted it, then

these qualities would have to be described, or at least mentioned, explicitly.

The courteous polite conduct is usually described in the comments as kurteis

and hæversk and soon after this the queen actually acts graciously, as the

courtly etiquette demands. Additionally, this aspect of Íso�nds behaviour is

not the only one to be regarded as an illustrious courtly characteristic. For

instance, Íso�nd's education is set as example that the court highly appre-

ciates, concretely playing the harp, writing letters, composing poetry, and

231 Trist xxx
232 Trist lvi
233 �nnið mér þá, sem minn jafningi sé at ætt, hyggni ok hæversku, fríðleik ok kurteisi,

kvensku ok tignum meðferðum, at ek kvángumz ekki ór ætt minni, Trist xxxii
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conducting learned disputations.234 As such, the characterizations of Íso�nd

provide the audience with su�cient hints about the appropriate bearing.

To sum up, Íso�nd has an exceptionally complex characterization com-

pared to women in family sagas. There are numerous later characterizations

that repeat the key features which a main female hero of a chivalric saga

should have: courtesy including �ne manners, beauty, knowledge and art.

Nevertheless, the most common attribute is beauty, exactly as in family

sagas. It is the "new features" that make di�erence.

Evida The second female character of a primary chivalric saga we will

analyse is Evida, the wife of Erex. Her �rst characterization describes her

appearance, including her garments, and kurteisi, she was í einum línkyrtli

fornum ok slitnum, en þó eigi at síðr var allr hennar líkami svá fríðr, at

Erex þóttiz enga slíka sét hafa. Þar fylgðu allir líkamans burðir ok kurteisi,

svá at sjálf náttúran undraðiz at hún var svá fríð sköpuð.235 Owing to her

exceptional beauty, Evida is worthy of the most exquisite garments which,

however, seem ordinary compared to her appearance: Birti víða af þeim

búningi, en þó bar meira ljóma af hári meyjarinnar en af gullhlöðunum.236

There are several more comments about Evida's beauty,237 she is said to

be hinn fríðusta mær í allri veröldinni238 and her appearance is even praised

at Arthur's court.239 However, beauty is not all Evida is admired for, there is

another trait important for her personality, the already mentioned kurteisi,240

and these two appear in the characterizations side by side.241 There are no

other directly expressed qualities of Evida in the characterizations. However,

Erex directly says that he has tested her sanna ást, dygð ok trúfesti242 during

their adventure. As such, these qualities should logically belong to Evida's

234 Trist xxx
235 Er iii
236 Er v, xiv
237 Er xiv, vii, viii
238 Er iii
239 Er v, viii
240 Er iii
241 Er iv, v, xi
242 Er xii
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most emphasized characteristics. Not all character traits of the depicted

persons are therefore present in the direct assessment.

Ultimately, it is again the woman's beauty and kurteisi that seems to

be cherished most by the text yet other qualities beside the explicitly men-

tioned character traits are inherent in the text, those are represented by her

actions and must be deduced from them. Therefore, the characterizations

seem mainly to draw the audience's attention to the fact that there are un-

usual values and demands presented in it but the audience would have to

contemplate deeper on the text and analyse it on their own, if they wanted

to establish the moral demands the text had on female characters.

Laudine Íven's wife Laudine has not her name mentioned in the whole

saga, therefore, we will call her by her name from the Old French version,

Laudine. In the saga she is described for the �rst time as frú svá fögr, at

í allri veröldu mátti eigi �nnaz hennar nóti.243 Like in the other primary-

riddarasaga characterizations, more characterizations are provided later con-

cerning her qualities.

Not surprisingly, it is Laudine's beauty that is accented most in the

saga.244 A part of Sth.46245 included in Kalinke's edition provides the reader

with detailed description of her beauty and appearance:

Hún var skreytt skínandi skikkju. Hún var þá bj'ort sem dags-

brún, en hennar litr sem at samtemprat væri þat snjóhvíta gras

lilium ok hinn rauða rósa, en hárit sem gull barit. Augu hen-

nar váru skínandi sem carbunculi þeir steinar sem svá heita.

Hennar möttull var af bissu allr skínandi ok öll hennar klæði

váru gulli búinn þar bæta þótti, ok þóttu þó svört hjá hennar

birti.246

This comparison is much alike the one of Evida, the splendour of the

clothes is nothing in comparison with the woman herself.

243 Ív iv
244 Ív vi, vii, viii
245 Sth.46 is one of the manuscripts containing Ív. The text of Ív has been substantially

shortened in this version but it contains this detailed passage concerning Íven's arrival at
Laudine's castle.
246 Ív iv
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In Laudine's case, the supplementary comments are related to her social

status, as a noble lady of a castle she is supposed to be treated in accordance

with her dignity. She is designated as sú virðuliga frú247 or frú kastalans248

and after the death of her husband she should íhuga sæmd ok einkanliga

kvensku249 and is compelled to �nd herself a knight who would defend her

realm.

It is di�cult to establish the supposed meaning of "courtesy" mentioned

in the comments concerning Laudine. Quite clear is the �rst example, where

kuretis would probably mean "the appropriate": eigi kalla ek þá frú kurteisa,

er reiði he�r á þér. Aldri samdi góðri konu at synja garðshlið sitt svá góðum

riddara sem þú ert nema hann ha� ofmikit við hana misgert.250 Neverthe-

less, the meaning of kurteisi ok hæversku in the scene where Íven begs for

Laudine's forgiveness after slaying her husband in combat, seems di�erent

from the meaning we have encountered so far: Aldri sá ek þann mann fyrr

er jafngersamliga gæ� sik undir mína kurteisi ok hæversku, ok nauðgaða ek

þik eigi til þess.251 It seems that it is used synonymously to "mercy". We

suggest that these terms were used because the "courtly"-terminology was

fashionable.

Formally, Laudine's characterization is the same as those in other primary

chivalric sagas. As far as the characteristics are concerned, not much is said

about Laudine, compared to Íso�nd. Laudine is characterized by means of

beauty and courtesy, she is also described as a lady of a castle that should

be treated with respect. Yet the text would not be clear enough to establish

rules in the sense of a king's mirror,252 what we observe in the texts, are

rather examples of the right attitude of and towards the female character.

247 Ív iv
248 Ív iv
249 Ív v
250 Ív xii
251 Ív vi
252 The Norwegian speculum, Konungs skuggsjá, was written during Hákon Hákonarson's

reign for his son Magnús and should serve as instructions for his proper education regarding
the concept of an ideal feudal ruler and his vassals.
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Blanki�úr The last female character in primary riddaraso�gur which will

be discussed here is Parceval's beloved and wife Blanki�úr. Again, the usual

form of female characterization in family sagas is not kept: in íslendingaso�gur

her name and those of her parents would be stated, any additional character

traits would be exceptions. Blanki�úr, however, has at �rst no name. That

she is called Blanki�úr, is mentioned later, making it di�cult to associate

the name with the right character. The narrator describes the �rst glimpse

of her as follows: fagra jungfrú í einum glugg, ok þegar hún sá hann bað hún

upp láta fyrir honum.253 Most of all, her appearance is being mentioned in

the saga254 and only one is concrete enough to describe at least her clothes:

Hún var svá fögr at engi lifandi maðr hafði fegri sét (...) Hún var klædd

brúnum purpura.255

The second most important characteristics of Blanki�úr is that she is

"courteous".256 When she needs a champion to �ght for her and goes to ask

Parceval for help, her conduct is described as brave and strong-minded: tók

y�r sik eina purpuraskikkju ok lagði sik óhrædd í sjálfar sinar ábyrgð, þvíat

hún var djöfr ok hugsterk,257 which makes her a strong character not unlike

the women in family sagas. Like other women of importance in primary

chivalric saga, Blanki�úr is said to be kurteis, this time, the text suggests

the meaning of this term describes polite speech.258

The characterizations of Blanki�úr are mostly concerned only about her

beauty, nevertheless, her courtly manners are mentioned too, this time they

are manifested in her polite speech. Formally, her characterization shows the

typical features of character assessment in primary riddaraso�gur, owing to

the high number of secondary characterizations that compensate the missing

initial characterization.
253 Parc vi
254 Parc vii, viii, ix
255 Parc vi
256 Parc vii, x
257 Parc vii
258 Mærin gekk þá til Parceval ok heilsaði honum hæverskliga með blíðum orðum, Parc

viii, sagði mærin honum kurteisliga, Parc viii.
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Woman in primary chivalric sagas � conclusion Four main female

characters from Ív, Er, Parc and Trist were studied in the previous sections.

As in the case of heroes in the translated chivalric sagas, the women too are

in�uenced by the Scandinavian tradition.259 The form of female characteri-

zations is the same as we have observed in the previous cases of heroes and

rulers � many secondary characterizations are used to enlighten the courtly

concepts and repeat the central qualities, whereas the family-saga convention

that the most detailed characterization is the initial one, is not maintained.

Our analysis implies that the characterization of women in primary chival-

ric sagas always refers to the beauty and courtesy of the female characters.

Other qualities are not so frequently mentioned but they are not unusual ei-

ther. Most details concerning the courtly ideals and attitudes are to be found

in Íso�nd's characterizations but Íso�nd's high education and musical skills are

unique, the other translated riddaraso�gur never mention the woman's educa-

tion. Beauty appears in character assessment already in the family sagas but

it is not until the primary riddaraso�gur, that detailed descriptions appear.

There is a clear requirement that the hero's woman has to be high-born,

which is ful�lled in all four sagas. Therefore, the qualities directly attributed

to the woman de�nitely represent aristocratic values that could have been

regarded as binding for the audience. Unfortunately, the number of char-

acter traits in the analysed sagas is not high enough for us to draw exact

conclusions from them as to what concretely was a woman belonging to

a Scandinavian court supposed to do.

3.3.3 Woman in secondary chivalric sagas

In this section, female characterization in secondary chivalric sagas will be

analysed. We will focus on the possible shifts of the mentioned characteristics

against the primary riddaraso�gur and the consequences of such shifts for

interpreting the text intentions. Again, two sagas will be analysed, Vilm and

Mág, and we will focus on all the characterized female characters, so that we

can compare the characterizations at a larger scale.

259 Ackermann: Das Bild der Frau in den übersetzten Riddarasögur, 1984, 97.
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Vilmundar saga

In Vilmundar saga viðutan, most of the female characterizations mention

beauty.260 The most detailed characterizations, that of the king's daughters

Gullbrá and Sóley, however, contain also other qualities: at their birth the

king thought Gullbrá was miklu fríðari, en Sóley var skartsamleg og skörug-

leg, og þótti honum sem vera mundi skapmikil og hyggileg í bragði.261 The

sisters are characterized once more when they are older: Gullbrá var blíð

og hýr og þýð við alla, og unnu henni allir hugástum and Sóley var nökkuð

fálátari, áfangamikil og veitul af fé og sparði ekki við vini sína, og vildi hún

og hafa það af hverjum, sem hún kallaði. Konungur unni henni minna, en þó

voru þær systur báðar vinsælar.262 The characteristics used in these assess-

ments are rather like the qualities known from family sagas and de�nitely the

courtly values, emphasized in translated riddaraso�gur, are concealed behind

the terms blíðr, hýrr and þýðr.

Other female characterizations in the saga are substantially shorter, for

example about the wife of the king of Galicía we know only that she was

dýrum ættum263 and her daughter is both beautiful and learned,264 which

are character traits that are in accordance with the primary chivalric sagas

assessment.

Mágus saga

As far as Máguss saga jarls is concerned, naturally, all the important women

in Mág are noble and beauty is the main criterion of their signi�cance. For

instance, the emperor's wife queen Ermingað was considered more beautiful

than any other woman265 and Mágus' wife Mektilldr var friðuz kona i Sax-

landi o�nnur enn Ermingað drottning, ok þotti beztr kostr i þann tima.266 In

a situation that the qualities of the hero's wife are de�ned by the means of

260 Vilm xiii, viii, xviii
261 Vilm i
262 Vilm i
263 Vilm xviii
264 Hún var allra kvenna fríðust og mennt hverri mey betur á því landi, Vilm xviii
265 Mág ii, iii
266 Mág v
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her appearance, no other demands can be made on the real-life female quali-

ties by the texts. Formally, only the initial characterization, which is as short

as in the family sagas, can be found in the female characters assessment in

Mág.

To conclude, all the analysed secondary chivalric sagas portrait beautiful

high-born women. According to her characterization, Gullbrá from Vilm is

kind to others, but this is one of the few cases of a courteous quality appearing

in a characterization in a secondary riddarasaga. Education, which is omitted

in most of the primary riddaraso�gur, can be found in secondary riddaraso�gur

but it does not appear systematically in the texts, hence it cannot possibly

have been intended as a part of any instructional programme and is therefore

a pure literary convention. The term kurteiss, which is always mentioned

in the translated riddaraso�gur and which belonged to the most important

character traits there, disappears in the secondary chivalric sagas.

The character traits listed in the lying riddaraso�gur assessments have no

deeper meaning for the characters' conduct, the description of appearance

is of no value for the audience since they could not adjust their behaviour

according to the model suggested in the text, even if they wished. This would

be in accordance with Jóhanna K. Friðriksdóttir's comments on the social

changes of the second half of the 13th century in Iceland when "the Icelandic

aristocracy, with its courtly pretensions, used to de�ne itself in opposition to

those of lower social status."267 The lygiso�gur were not meant to change the

aristocratic society but to describe how di�erent and extraordinary it is �

in a �ctious, fantastic world, of course.

3.3.4 Woman in lying fornaldarso�gur

There is no doubt that female characters in lying fornaldarso�gur are "klis-

cheehaft dargestellten Typen", as Astrid van Nahl de�nes them.268 We will

now focus on female characterization in Hjálmþés saga. Usually there is only

one, the initial characterization of female characters. First of all, there is the

267 Friðriksdóttir, "From Heroic Legend to 'Medieval Screwball Comedy?", 2012, 242.
268 van Nahl, Originale Riddarasögur, 1981, 124.
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characterization of queen Marsibil: Konungr átti ágæta drottning, er Marsibil

hét. Hún var dóttir Margaríuss konungs af Syría. Hún var prýdd öllum kven-

ligum listum.269 In the latter quality, the characterization remains vague, and

we cannot decide if it is because there was an general consensus about the

meaning of this phrase or if the narrator wishes to remain imprecise.

Once again, the text most frequently mentions the woman's beauty, it

is attributed to Hervo�r, O� lvi's wife Hildisif and her mother.270 Queen Lúða

is so beautiful that the king þóttist enga slíka sét hafa at allri kurteisi ok

sköruleik.271 However, her courtesy is highly questionable because he tries

to seduce her step-son. Concerning other characteristics that were intro-

duced by primary chivalric sagas, education appears in descriptions of two

princesses: Díana, who kunni allar bókligar listir 272 and Hervo�r who was

öllum kvenmannligum listum prýdd. Hún kunni ok allar stjörnulistir ok

steinaíþróttir.273 The characterizations and their random distribution in the

sagas, together with the fact that they do not use their education, suggest

that we are dealing with the same situation as in the secondary riddaraso�gur

� attributes from primary chivalric sagas penetrated the literary conventions

with no further claims on the audience's attitudes.

Formally, these characterizations resemble family-saga characterization of

women. Yet some � originally courtly � qualities were adopted from the

chivalric sagas. Therefore, women and their characterizations in this genre

are practically identical to those we have observed in secondary chivalric

sagas. As in the previous sub-genres, beauty is the most stressed quality of

female characters.

3.3.5 Woman � conclusion

In conclusion, few details concerning female characters are provided in family

sagas, secondary riddaraso�gur and lying fornaldarso�gur. Apart from beauty,

269 HjO� i
270 HjO� xx, xxi, xxii
271 HjO� iii
272 HjO� vi
273 HjO� xiv
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which is a constant feature of the assessment, there is a slight shift in the

characteristics listed in them. The most important change, however, seems

to have occurred in the use of the characterizations. The primary chivalric

sagas have the tendency to promote the courtly values in the actual audience

since the courtesy is constantly mentioned in the texts and in some cases

the meaning of this term is clari�ed. Nevertheless, although the courtesy

and education are present in the lying-saga characterizations, their presence

in the lygiso�gur is � with respect to the course and context of the saga

� random. These qualities were present in the literary awareness, and so

they were used in character assessment. This time, however, with no deeper

meaning than to stress the extraordinary nature of the concrete woman.

3.4 Characters � conclusion

Our analyses of all the three character groups, the king, the hero and his

woman, have clearly established the same tendency in the form of character

assessment in the respective saga genres. Family sagas are content with the

central initial characterization of a person and this might later be supple-

mented by a limited number of shorter comments. The character assessment

was meant "only" to con�rm the already existing values of the society, to

describe them.

Primary riddaraso�gur are an exception in the analysed saga genres, hav-

ing many additional characterizations, and there is no need to always sup-

ply the audience with a central initial characterization. This form can be

explained by the necessity of an enlightening factor for the characters' mo-

tivation because the primary riddaraso�gur present texts with new courtly

conventions of the feudal society, and without further comments, the audi-

ence would not be able to deduce the meaning of the actions in the text. In

other words, primary riddaraso�gur have prescriptive approach towards the

audience, enlightening the ideal courtly values. Moreover, the characters in

primary riddaraso�gur are dynamic, their abilities and qualities can change

in the course of the saga, and so, secondary characterizations are necessary.
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In the lygiso�gur,274 the form of character assessment returns to the tra-

ditional form as we know it from family sagas, which means that the central

initial characterization of a person introduces the main features of the char-

acter, and others may occasionally be supplied by later comments. Hence,

the in�uence of translated chivalric sagas on the form of characterization in

other saga genres is minimal.

However, concerning the content, primary riddaraso�gur are a crucial turn

in the saga literature, feudal-chivalric qualities are introduced by them and

the hero's obligations towards the king and the ideal of re�ned manners are

directly emphasized by comments in the text. Contrary to the family sagas,

where bravery is not emphasized in character assessment, fortitude is now

explicitly set as the highest quality of the hero.

Later, the qualities from primary chivalric sagas appear not only in the

secondary chivalric sagas but also in lying fornaldarso�gur. The question

remains as to what intention stood behind these characterizations since their

occurrence in the lygiso�gur seems to be a literary convention that does not

aspire to changing the audience's reality.

Therefore, in the next chapter, we will try to establish a link between

the demands society had on individuals due to the transition from the clan-

society to the feudal-like system in Scandinavia and the changes of the au-

dience's expectations on the personal characterization. The change of the

concept of saga due to the translated riddaraso�gur and their ideological back-

ground will be considered.

274 Lygiso�gur are called both secondary riddaraso�gur and lying fornaldarso�gur.
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Audience and the changing

society

So far, formal changes and the changes of the emphasized characters' qualities

were analysed in this thesis. Now it is time to consider those changes in

the context of the transforming Scandinavian society, primary due to the

transition towards a feudal-like system. It is undisputed that changes in

the social structure that took place in connection with the development of

courtly aristocratic culture must have in�uenced the cultural assumptions of

that time.275 It is only logical that such changes would a�ect the demands

laid on the emerging literary works.

Hence, this chapter is devoted to the audience and their expectations

from the narrative and its literary form. We will assess the characterizations

in the respective saga genres in terms of what the audience were supposed to

know (meaning what could be omitted from the characterizations) and what

was necessary to state directly or even repeat. The latter qualities would be

those the the audience needed to hear directly, either because they would

not understand the motivation or because the audience should accept such

qualities as the morally binding ones.

When we employ a broader perspective and consider the changes of the

structure of the society, the following questions might be answered: Were

275 Bagge, "Ideologies and mentalities", 2008, 476.
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the primary chivalric sagas really useful for Hákon Hákonarson in his e�orts,

concretely was the form of the translations suitable for promoting the courtly

values and the feudal ideal at his hirð? Could the texts and their underly-

ing intention be understood by an audience accustomed to the family-saga

narrative? Why is the characterization in secondary chivalric sagas di�erent

from the characterization in primary chivalric sagas? What was the purpose

of the lygiso�gur at �rst place? And �nally, were the riddaraso�gur such an

important change in the saga tradition that shifted the purpose and/or form

of the saga?

In this discussion, we are going to use the terms "feudal society" and

"clan-society", although the term clan-society has been doubted, as Sverre

Bagge and Jón Víðar Sigurðsson repeatedly point out.276 Neither the term

feudal society matches perfectly the Scandinavian conditions277 yet central-

ization during that time used ideology common in a feudal system elsewhere.

Although the conditions of feudal society was not ful�lled, we can at least

call the Scandinavian society feudal-like. The main notions are denoted by

these terms and that is su�cient for our observations.

4.1 Step 1: Norway and primary riddaraso�gur

On the example of Norway, the role of primary chivalric sagas in the tran-

sition to feudal ideology will be discussed. Generally speaking, during this

transition, family bonds were replaced by the system of personal depen-

dence. "Vazal v·£i pánovi a pán v·£i vazalovi byli dlouho jakýmisi vedlej²ími

p°íbuznými, kte°í se pokrevním p°íbuzným podobali jak svými povinnostmi,

tak i právy."278 Another type of nobility had to be established, the service-

aristocracy which would be obedient to its king.279 Sverre Bagge argues

that "During the thirteenth century, a new criterion of aristocratic status

developed: membership in the organisation of the king's retainers, the hirð,

276 Bagge, Mennesket i middelalderens Norge, 1998, 53f.
277 Bloch, Feudální spole£nost, 2010, 448, 332.
278 Bloch, Feudální spole£nost, 2010, 238.
279 Bagge, Mennesket i middelalderens Norge, 1998, 168.
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which entailed some relatively modest privileges in the form of a limited tax

exemption and the right to be judged by special courts."280

To carry through those changes, new ideology with its criteria was neces-

sary to establish in the hirð. For promoting such changes, one would have to

directly give models for conduct of a speci�c segment of society. This would

not be possible to achieve by means of a narrative with the form common

in family sagas because they build on the shared, deep-rooted, conventions.

In family sagas, the text does not have to state its demands on the ideal

heroes explicitly and much place is left for the audience and their specula-

tions. However, Hákon could not depend on any deep-rooted conventions of

a genre, and texts which would more openly emphasize the ideal hero � the

new concept of a knight � were needed.

In the second chapter, three theories concerning the purpose of translated

chivalric sagas were discussed � the theory of pure amusement, "vorbildliche

Unterhaltung" and the directly instructive theory. Our analysis of character

assessment implies that at least primary chivalric sagas clearly had some in-

structive intention. Besides introducing culturally prestigious literature for

its own sake, Hákon Hákonarson was trying to strengthen his position by the

means of feudal demands: dependency of the aristocracy on the king and

their loyalty. "The main aim of these rules is twofold: to express respect

and obedience to the king and to show the exclusive character of the aris-

tocracy in the king's service."281 When we are considering the question of

utility of the characterization in the primary chivalric sagas, we should focus

on the demands that are made on the hero in the texts. The ideal depicted

in primary riddaraso�gur is a brave high-born warrior who is described as

"courteous" and faithfully serves his king. In reward, he is allowed to rule

his own territory but still he obeys his king. The central role of the king

is stressed in the texts, Arthur and Markis are portrayed in the characteri-

zations as strong famous kings in the midst of the court and expecting the

hero's loyalty. This literary representation is supported also by that time

documents, as Sverre Bagge argues: "Lydighed, underordning og tjeneste

280 Bagge, From Viking Stronghold to Christian Kingdom, 2010, 119.
281 Bagge, "Ideologies and mentalities", 2008, 474.
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går igjen i tidens dokumenter på en måte som tyder på at normsystemet er

blitt forandret. Æren ligger ikke lenger i størst mulig uavhengighet, men i

belønninger og gunstbevisninger fra den opphøyde hersker."282

In our analysis of character assessment, we have shown that the hero's

identity in the primary riddarasaga is gradually created from fragments of the

secondary comments in various situations. Could this type of characteriza-

tion be useful for Hákon? Our theory is that the secondary characterizations

of knights are indeed helpful for promoting the courtly values. Neverthe-

less, the possibility to connect the praised quality with a concrete situation

where the hero acts according to its meaning is not used e�ciently enough

in most of the sagas. The most clearly speaking text for this is Trist since it

occasionally uses comments that directly explain causality of the characters'

actions, frequently in order to explain the problematic and sometimes vague

"courtesy". On the whole, however, primary chivalric sagas reckon on non-

causal comments listing the hero's character traits, and the audience has to

deduce the concrete meaning.

For an audience accustomed to the family-saga narrative, the underlying

intention of such texts surely could be understood although it must have been

strangely explicit. For explaining what the new fashion demands, it would

be ideal because (at least the names of) the values would be emphasized.

Additionally, the concept of a character's development and education was

introduced, which is also related to the frequent secondary characterizations.

To conclude, the aim of the primary chivalric sagas surely was didactic. The

texts do not give clear rules of conduct as the King's Mirror, but indirect

models by speaking about the hero's actions when some of his qualities are

labelled as desirable. Those are, for example, courtesy in the meanings of

respect to the king and help to those in need, and bravery. Additionally, the

consequences of the hero's deeds are shown. Suspense and exotic nature of the

narrative naturally had their important entertaining roles in the translated

sagas but the genre most certainly was not meant to be pure amusement.

The impact of these texts on reality, on the actual people and their cus-

toms, is not to be judged here. Scholars suggest that Hákon's e�orts were

282 Bagge, Mennesket i middelalderens Norge, 1998, 168.
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not so e�cient,283 at least on a short-term, yet a complete "conversion" of

manners could not possibly be achieved in one life-span and surely not only

by means of few texts.284 The same holds true for the gradual changes of the

distinguished literary genres. Stephen A. Mitchell points out that:

in 1296, it was still possible to win acclaim and reward at the

Norwegian court with a scaldic poem. Not long after Christmas

1302, the Danish, Swedish, and Norwegian courtiers who made

up the remarkably multinational Norwegian court undoubtedly

listened with rapt attention to a rhymed Nordic version of the

story of Ivain, Knight of the Lion, signalling a change in taste

that would alter Scandinavian literature for the remainder of

the Middle Ages.285

We also think that with the translation of chivalric sagas the rest of saga

genres were not rejected. Nor was there any sudden change of literary criteria.

4.2 Step 2: Iceland and lygiso�gur

As far as Iceland is concerned, the Icelandic society cannot be considered

feudal society in the strict sense, however the changes after the fall of the

free state in the 13th century were signi�cant enough.

In their power struggles in Iceland, the Icelandic chieftains

sought support from the king. With him behind them, they were

stronger. In his attempt to bring Iceland under his sway, King

Hákon Hákonarson used a deliberate strategy towards the Ice-

landic chieftains. His policy was to tie as many chieftains as

possible to himself as liege vassals in his retinue.286

Therefore, similar process of the emergence of service-aristocracy as in

283 Sprenger, Sturla Þórðarsons "Hákonar saga Hákonarsonar", 2000, 54.; Thorkil Dams-
gaard Olsen sees the reason in the preconditions necessary to establish the knightly strata
were not met, Damsgaard Olsen: "Den høviske litteratur", 1965, 95f.
284 At least discussion about the text on Hákon's court would be necessary. However,

it is not known whether some discussion about the meaning of the texts took place to
enlighten ambiguous passages.
285 Stephen A. Mitchell: "Courts, Consorts, and the Transformation of Medieval Scan-

dinavian Literature", 237.
286 Sigurðsson, "The Icelandic Aristocracy after the Fall of the Free State", 1995, 154.
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Norway could be observed in Iceland. In this part, however, the Icelandic

conditions will be important for us while establishing closer relations between

the primary chivalric sagas and lygiso�gur. The reasons for the di�erences

between the characterization in primary and secondary riddaraso�gur will be

observed within the nearer socio-historical context. What was the original

purpose of the lygiso�gur?

Concerning the reception of riddaraso�gur in Iceland, the conclusions of

Daniel Sävborg's analysis "belägger att det under 1200-talet fanns en om-

fattande och populär hövisk prosalitteratur på Island, skriven på det inhem-

ska språket men med kontinentens traditionstypiskt höviska teknik i kär-

leksskildringen."287 We must not forget that the traditions of chivalric sagas

and several other saga genres co-existed in the Medieval Iceland288 and the

development of saga literature was not lineal from family through chivalric

to lygiso�gur.

First of all, we will discuss secondary chivalric sagas. From the compar-

ison of character traits appearing in family and chivalric sagas, we can see

that the qualities from primary chivalric sagas can be found in the secondary

chivalric sagas, they were simply added to the qualities that appeared only in

family sagas. The fact that later comments which � in the primary chival-

ric sagas � would repeat the already mentioned qualities are not used in

lygiso�gur, suggests that the audience has become used to conventions of the

primary chivalric sagas and did not need further reminders. This does not

mean that the audience behaved like the characters but that they accepted

the character traits into their own literary conventions.

As far as the possible audience of the lygiso�gur is concerned, Foster F.

Blaisdell argues that

Es waren im Island des 14. und 15. Jahrhunderts die prinzip-

iell gleichen Kreise wie im 13. Jahrhundert, die Literatur pro-

duzieren lieÿen und sie rezipierten. Auch in dieser Hinsicht ist

Island kein Einzelfall in der europäischen Literaturgeschichte.

Selbstverständlich hatten sich die ästhetischen Vorstellungen

287 Sävborg, Sagan om kärleken, 2007, 267.
288 ibid., 544.
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seit dem frühen 13. Jahrhundert gewandelt.289

Therefore, logically, the changes in the form of the chivalric saga literature

must have come from this, higher, part of society. The new trends of feudal

ideology changed the expectations and demands on the literature and became

its part.

Our observations of character assessment suggest that secondary chivalric

sagas were originally more than just entertainment. This time, however,

the texts were not product of a centralizing action of a king but they were

written as "feudal utopia", as also Jürg Glauser argues.290 The texts stand

for an ideal that was not meant to be ful�lled. This too can explain why

the courtly values appear in these sagas but are not repeated to strengthen

the importance of the values for the audience. Lying chivalric sagas were not

meant to change the society and its conventions, they were entertaining, but

the characterizations and titles that appear in the secondary chivalric sagas

point to the higher-class origin of the text � either the Icelandic aristocracy

or � since we are dealing with the late Middle Ages � also rich merchants

emulating the aristocratic culture. All these facts would be in accord with the

description of the secondary chivalric sagas audience pointed out by Geraldine

Barnes: "consisting of the 'establishment', those aspiring to joint it, and

wealthy entrepreneurs: in other words, a largely nouveau riche fraternity,

motivated not by ideals of feudal service but by aspirations to social and

material advancement."291

The secondary riddaraso�gur are indeed entertaining. Nevertheless, the

results of our analysis of characteristics supports Glauser's theory of the

higher-class origin of these sagas. The ethos, the characteristics, the atmo-

sphere, the whole ideological context is indeed that of a feudal, chivalric

nature. The vulgarization of the genre must have taken place later.

As far as the lying fornaldarso�gur are concerned, their audience too was

already familiar with the ideology of the translated riddaraso�gur � hence

the same qualities are mentioned both in the secondary riddaraso�gur and in

289 Blaisdell, "Some Observations on Style in the riddarasögur", 1965, 22.
290 Glauser, Isländische Märchensagas, 1983, 33.
291 Barnes, "Romance in Iceland", 2000, 270.
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the late lygiso�gur. However, the latter genre does not show in its characteri-

zations any familiarity with the king's court or its system, the actual court in

these sagas is too distant for us to try to interpret the texts as feudal utopia.

Therefore, the lying fornaldarso�gur must, from the beginning, have had only

the amusing function and the chivalric elements in the texts are a matter

of literary convention. This genre has no social function, the texts are not

meant to have any in�uence on the real-life attitudes of the audience.

4.3 Changes in the literature and in the society

� summary

In the last chapter we have observed the analysed changes in the form of the

characterization in connection with the transformation of the Scandinavian

society to a feudal-like type. The frequent additional characterizations in

primary chivalric sagas were the only means to clarify the underlying concepts

of the feudal-chivalric ideal in the narratives. Moreover, the form of the

translated chivalric sagas was most suitable for Hákon Hákonarson's e�orts

to promote feudal ideology because they could gradually build the concept

of a courteous aristocrat devoted to his king in the narrative and repeat the

fundamental qualities. But were the riddaraso�gur such an important change

in the saga tradition that shifted the whole concept of saga? Although the

translated riddaraso�gur di�ered from the previous tradition both formally

and as to the content, it is the speci�c purpose of this genre that is most

striking � the primary chivalric sagas came with propaganda in a saga-form,

with the aim to change a speci�c part of the society and to make it follow

the ideal set by the texts.

Yet the later lygiso�gur -genres used the classical, family-saga form of char-

acter assessment. The �rst reason was that the continuous enlightening char-

acterizations were not necessary because the audience was already familiar

with the concepts in the translated chivalric sagas and the courtly motivation

could be understood if a similar person appeared in the text. The second

reason of the disappearance of secondary characterizations is that the texts
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did not aspire to promoting any actual social changes whatsoever. However,

the qualities of the heroes and heroines from the translations were anchored

in the audience and the lygiso�gur took them over as literary conventions from

the courtly texts. The lygiso�gur were above all meant as amusement, yet the

lying chivalric sagas still display a deeper courtly background and stand for

the interest of the Icelandic higher-class. Our analysis of the characteriza-

tions suggests that secondary chivalric sagas were not meant as subversive

literature, the vulgarization of the genre surely took place, but not until the

end of the Middle Ages.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis, detailed analyses of formal changes and changes of represen-

tative characters of four saga sub-genres were made: íslendingaso�gur, trans-

lated riddaraso�gur, lying riddaraso�gur and lying fornaldarso�gur. As a sample

of the original Old Norse form of narrative, two family sagas were chosen,

Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar and Eyrbyggja saga. The primary chivalric

sagas were represented by Tristrams saga ok Íso�ndar, Erex saga, Ívens saga

and Parcevals saga, secondary chivalric sagas by Máguss saga jarls and Vil-

mundar saga viðutan, whereas Hjálmþés saga ok O� lvis provided the example

of a typical lying fornaldarsaga.

We have chosen to observe how the form of the presentation of characters

(the king, the hero and his wife) changed with the transformations of social

paradigms, depending on the literary conventions the audience was familiar

with. The transition from the clan-society to the feudal-like society was

established as the central social change.

In the �rst chapter, genre description was necessary in order to de�ne

their main aspects and to name the existing theories concerning the original

aim of the respective genres.

The second part was devoted to the analysis of the form and content of

character assessment. While secondary riddaraso�gur and lying fornaldarso�gur

try to stay close to the formal tradition of character description, the trans-

lated primary chivalric sagas favour re-appearing comments on the charac-

90
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ters' qualities to the central characterization. To establish feudal high-society,

the king's essential aim was to change the moral values his hirð. Therefore,

the most important qualities of the heroes are repeated in order to enlighten

the characters' actions and to persuade the audience about the legitimacy and

validity of the emphasized characteristics. The qualities of bravery, courtesy

(in the sense of brushed manners and protecting those in need) and nobility

are the most stressed ones for a hero. Women are characterized as beautiful

in all the genres, yet it is only in the primary chivalric sagas where the women

are demanded to be both beautiful and "courteous". The characters of kings

are depicted as strong and respected in primary chivalric sagas but not so in

the lygiso�gur, where the title king loses its untouchable aureola, which was

typical for king Arthur in the translations. The qualities that emerged with

the translated chivalric sagas were taken in the literary conventions, qual-

ities available to describe the heroes. Therefore, we can meet Hervo�r that

masters astronomy, although some heroines in chivalric sagas are not even

characterized as educated.

The last part took into account the changes audience underwent or was

meant to undergo during the transition to the feudal-like system. Were

the translated riddaraso�gur such a striking change in the saga narrative?

Yes, in the sense that the intention of the primary chivalric sagas was to

consciously change the social conventions and morally-binding values after

their model, contrary to the family sagas that con�rmed the already existing

values of the society. That is what should be considered the most important

"intrusion" in the saga literature. However, the lying chivalric sagas resigned

to making public appeals, adopted the fashionable qualities proposed by

the translations and in a family-saga-like characterizations described utopian

knightly-fantastic characters. At the lying fornaldarso�gur no other possible

explanation of the purpose could be made than pure amusement.

Nevertheless, further research is needed concerning the character assess-

ment since only primary chivalric sagas belonging to the matière de Bre-

tagne were analysed and those constitute only one branch of the translated

riddaraso�gur. Moreover, our thesis focused only on the major characters.

These further studies could particularize our observations by adding minor
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characters to the picture � for instance the lords of castles who the knight

meets or the serving maidens. This would further elucidate the attitude of

these texts towards the social classes of both higher aristocracy and common

people who serve them.
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